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ABSTRACT 
In Westville , Illinois, Minimal Competency Testing 
(MCT) began in the spring of 1979, after the writer of this 
paper and a colleague attended a meeting in Peoria , Illinois. 
This two day workshop focused on the Peoria MCT program and 
provided the initial impetus for Westville's developing pro-
gram. 
Westville ' s preliminary MCT work preceded our initial 
inservice day in August of 1979. Our MCT work in Westville 
concentrated totally on grades 8 and 12. At this initial 
meeting of all district staff members, we asked all present 
to submit suggested skill statements . A special survey in-
strument was used for this purpose . Next we developed instru-
ment number 2 designed to obtain skill statements for each of 
the three areas of language arts , math , and reading. Staff 
members were asked to prioritize skill statements in each 
area on a scale from 1 to 10. We used a rank- weighting system 
to then identify our top ten ranked skill statements. 
With ten skill statements identified for each area , we 
began - with the leadership- assistance of a consultant - to 
write instructional objectives. The committee selected for 
this task (this committee also served as the test writing · 
committee) had representatives from each of our four buildings. 
More secondary.and junior high school teachers comprised this 
committee than did elementary teachers. Some three or four 
months were spent by this committee. writing both instructional 
objectives and test items. Sessions were held one day each 
week after school for the duration of the time the committee 
met. In addition to the after school sessions, two full day 
sessions (substitute teachers brought in) were also held. 
We have developed safeguards and sequence to our 
Westville MCT. Twelfth graders will be provided five times 
to pass the exam(s) with remediation between trial attempts. 
Eighth graders will be provided four times to pass the exam(s) 
with remediation between trial attempts. 
If MCT is to work, local input must be a prime concern. 
We see our instructional objectives as only a beginning. 
Competency testing must not be an end in itself but instead 
as a means toward a better end. This competency test move-
ment must be a springboard to develop instructional objectives -
mastery type learning skills at all levels of our educational 
system. 
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SECTION I 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this field experience is to provide a 
service to Westville Community Unit District #2 and its 
student s . By involving the board, administration, community 
and staff, we are confident that boys and girls will benefit . 
I f t he quality of education can be improved for each student , 
then this field experience will have served its intended 
purpose . 
This paper will specifically direct attention to the 
development of competency exams for both grade eight and 
grade twelve V/estville students. If these exams are used as 
intended and if the theory behind their development is fol-
lowed, we anticipate and await the development of instruc-
tional objectives for all academic areas at all grade levels 
of instruction. 
The writer of this field experience served as the 
district chairman for the Minimal Competency Test devel-
opment in Westville . 
Minimal competency tests have been defined as "tests 
which are constructed to measure the acquisition of compet-
ency or skills to or beyond a certain defined standard". 1 
Henry Brickell , Director Policy Studies in Education 
cites "Seven key notes on Minimal Competency Testing (MCT) 
or what he calls seven elements of a competency policy:" 
What competencies will you require? 
How will you measure them? 
When will you measure them? 
How many minimums will you set? 
How high will you set the minimums? 
Will they be for schools or for student~? 
What will you do about the incompetent? 
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Skeptics are concerned that "required minimums" and 
"desired maximums" will in fact become one and the same. To 
rebuff this argument we must take a renewed look at the dif-
ference between educational attainment and educational achieve-
ment. Even if we cannot discriminate between people on the 
basis of the level of the system that they attain, we can dis-
criminate between them on the basis of how that level was 
reached. In other words, we have reached a point in the de-
velopment of education in which we discover that it is not 
the level of the system that matters, but instead the gualitY. 
of the education pursued in reaching that level. 
It seems we are seeing a policy shift from a focus on 
expanding educational attainment to improving educational 
achievement . The focus of policy - its main weight - must 
shift from an emphasis on increasing attainment to an emphasis 
on increasing achievement . 
The significant consequence of introducing minimum 
standards is to tie educational attainment to educational 
achievements so that attainment at a certain level of the 
system will take on new meaning . The new meaning is that 
attaining a certain level of the system is now testimony that 
one has satisfied a certain level of achievement . 
Thomas F. Green in a paper titled "Minimal Education 
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Standards : A Systemic Perspective" likened this attainment -
achievement concept to an historical reflection of the drop-
out problem. We live in a society where approximately one in 
four 17 year olds (1930) graduated from high school to one in 
two in 1940 to where three in four today have graduated from 
high school. 3 
We ar e hopeful that introduction of minimum standards 
of achievement (at least for exit from the system or advance-
ment from one grade to another) is the social equivalent of 
adding another level to the system. There are, in effect , 
not only those who finish the eighth or twelfth grade, but 
also those who do so with a certain standard of performance. 
Such standards will have the same social functions as measures 
of attainment. The graduates in the 1930- 1950 era were part 
of a select group of their peers . 
In a society where fewer complete high school, the re-
mainder are unlikely to be severely handicapped . Under such 
conditions, even if it be granted that those who do not com-
plete high school do well enough, it may still become evident 
that those who do gradua~e, on the whole, do somewhat better. 
I t is not uncommon to say that higher levels of educational 
attainment provide us with greater opportunities. Higher 
educational attainment did pay off . 
By contrast in today's society where three out of four 
have completed high school, then the one who has not is likely 
to fare badly in the search for employment . In short , the so-
called problem of credentialism cannot arise except in a 
society where many people have credentials . Being a drop-out 
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is nothing new, but the seriousness of it is new. When there 
are many drop- outs being one is not a problem. When there are 
few, being one can be a disaster. These problems - credent-
ialism and drop-outs - are partly, perhaps even largely, a 
consequence of the tenacious pursuit of our ever expanding 
levels of educational attainment. 
The focus of national attention in the fifties and 
sixties was on increasing the levels of attainment. Today 
the insistence of minimum state and or local standards seems 
to point us in a direction of greater emphasis on achievement. 
We should also report that minimum competency testing 
can be used to increase student motivation and foster greater 
public support of the educational process . In Berea, Ohio 
the number of eighth graders scoring at the level of high 
school proficiency has risen since a MCT program was init-
iated. Dean Kelley, assistant superintendent of schools, 
suggested that one reason was "we - parents, students and 
teachers - are taking school much more serious now. 114 This 
specific example would not support the argument "minimums 
will become maximums". 
Currently 36 states require, either by State Board 
mandate or Legislative action, some form of minimal compet-
ency testing . 5 Elaborating on this statement Pipho indicated 
that even though movement toward requiring MCT had slowed, 
the concept has continued general support . 6 
When the Illinois State Board of Education began 
discussing MCT in Fiscal year 1978, the Illinois General 
Assembly and the Congress were debating legislation mandating 
MCT . The State Board determined that it would be premature 
to support any presently proposed legislation or to resolve 
the many questions without further study. It also decided 
that it would be appropriate to encourage local school dis-
tricts to study and review MCT and determine how it would 
best fit into the scheme of education at the local level. 
Therefore , the State Board of Education on March 9, 1978, 
unanimously passed the following resolution : 
The State Board of Education resolves and 
directs the State Superintendent to urge 
the General Assembly and Congress to with-
hold final action on the proposed legis-
lation mandating minimal competency testing 
and resolves and directs the State Super-
intendent to draft legislation directing 
the State Board of Education to encourage 
and assist school districts to develop 
local minimum competency programs volun-
tarily, and to report to the General 
Assembly within two years the results of 
its efforts, its policy study of the issue 
and its recommendations , including cost 
analysis7 concerning minimum competency testing . 
As a consequence of the State Board ' s position, the 
proposed MCT legislation (SB 238) was modified so that it 
closely paralleled the State Board resolution. The Senate 
vote was 53 to 4 ; the House , 147 to 8. The law was signed 
by Governor Thompson on August 31, 1978. This law requires 
that the State Board of Education encourage local school 
districts to establish minimum competency testing programs , 
and provide them with procedures and materials to assist in 
the establishment of such programs by December 15, 1978 . 
The legislation also requires a legislative r ecommendation 
by the State Board as a result of a policy study and cost 
5 
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analysis to be submitted to the General Assembly by June 30, 
1980. 
A recent Gallup Poll on this subject shows that by a 
2- 1 majority, citizens believe that students should be re-
quired to pass an examination in order to be promoted to the 
next grade (Phi Delta Kappan 1978). 8 Opinion is even stronger 
in Illinois. In a recent survey of 10, 000 adults throughout 
Illinois 83% of those responding said l.!!}.!i when asked "should 
schools require students to pass a test of basic skills be-
fore going on to the next grade?9 A sub sample of teachers 
in this study also said~ by an 84% majority (Illinois: 
Today and Tomorrow, 1979) . 10 
Mary Berry, Assistant Secretary for Education, says , 
"The tests would never have been developed if there had not 
been public interest and concern about the quality of edu-
cation" . This interest and enthusiasm seems to stem from 
the belief that the testing of essential skills and compet-
encies will help raise academic standards and increase edu-
cational achievement (recall the comparison in the introduc-
tion between educational achievement and educational attain-
ment as it fits here). 
Unfortunately, too often MCT has focused interest 
almost exclusively on Minimum competencies. This writer 
sees this as extremely unfortunate and much prefers the 
symbolism of CT for competency test as opposed to MCT . Thus 
focus must be on competencies not on minimums . 
The National School Board Association task force drew 
a number of conclusions for school boards . Among them: 
Be careful to avoid over- emphasis on "minimum" and 
under-emphasis on developing "competency" 
Stress test follow- up programs 
Do not allow testing itself to be viewed as the goal 
of the system 
Oppose the imposition of national testing programs 
because of the potential for diluting the role of 
local sc~901 boards in public school policies and 
programs 
Since litigation in other states is just beginning to 
emerge the legal implications of MCT are not perfectly clear. 
However, McClung (1979) 12 suggests there are some concepts 
one should keep in mind in administratively planning such 
a program. The courts have repeatedly ruled that school 
officials have the authority to set standards for promotion 
and graduation. In so doing, they should , however avoid 
action which can be viewed as arbitrary , capricious, or 
discriminatory. According to McClung, an exit examination 
system, as a minimum, should provide for the following, 
7 
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2 . 
Adequate notice to students and parents concerning 
the content and use of such test results 
Measurement of knowledge or skills included in the 
schools instructional program 
Use of an instrument as free as possible of cultural 
bias 
Op~~rtunity for students initially failing such a 
test to have repeated testing opportunities to 
succeed 
An instructional program assisting those students 
initially failing a test.13 
In Florida, minimum student performance standards were 
developed using as a base the minimal objectives adopted by 
the State Board of Education for the 1976-77 school year. 
Resource materials developed through the Department of Edu-
cation-University of Florida Basic Skills Project - and ob-
jectives developed by local school districts were also utilized. 
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All Florida school districts were invited to formulate 
committees to review the proposed minimum standards during the 
month of January. Nine of the larger districts, seven of the 
medium sized districts , and thirty of the smaller districts 
par ticipated in the review. In addition , statewide committees 
of lay persons, classroom teachers, and district principals 
and directors of instruction reviewed and revised the proposed 
standards. 
The revised standards were presented to and approved by 
the Department of Education Accountability Task Force on 
February 17 , 1977. After acceptance and approval by the Director 
of the Public Schools Division and the Commissioner of Educa-
tion, they were presented to the State Board of Education and 
approved for the 1977- 78, 1978-79, and 1979-80 school years. 
Some have argued that Florida ' s choice of naming 
"Functional Literary Test" (FLT) may have been poor . Any 
way you look at it the court found the program's implement-
ation too hasty and too discriminatory to satisfy constitu-
tional standards of fair play. Judge George c. Carr did 
halt the implementation of the diploma standard until 1982- 83 
school year . 
We must remember the Fourteenth Amendment guarantees 
equal laws but does not necessarily guarantee equal results . 
In the case of Washington vs Davis (1976) the Court made it 
clear that a state imposed testing requirement does not 
violate the equal protection clause just because it has a 
disparate effect on minorities . Even if the state (or local 
district) authorities know that minorities will fail at higher 
rates, there must be proof that they acted "because of" not 
merely "in spite of" that effect.14 
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We must also consider another principle of constitu-
tional law that says once a state has acted with discriminatory 
purpose in the past, it cannot absolve itself from responsi-
bility for any current inequality attributable to that prior 
unlawful conduct. It is important that though Judge Carr 
delayed the competency based diploma for four years, he did 
permit the assignment of those who failed the FLT to remedial 
classes which though racially imbalanced, offer a fair chance 
for compensatory education. 
Probably the most legally innovative ruling by Judge 
Carr in the Florida case was his recognition that the entitle-
ment to a high school diploma implicates both property and 
liberty interests safeguarded by the due process clause. 
Judge Carr concluded that the issue raised in Florida was far 
broader; whether a statewide testing program with a diploma 
sanction could be implemented without adequate notice to 
students for whom additional time may be required to ident-
ify and remediate deficiencies in fundamental skills. He 
decided that the implementation sbhedule was too short to 
provide sufficient notice required by the due process clause. 
In September, 1972, the Oregon State Board of Education 
passed new minimum graduation requirements for students enter-
ing ninth grade in the Fall of 1974. The thrust of these new 
requirements and standards involved the introduction of three 
domains of survival level competencies as minimum conditions 
for high school courses, students will be obligated to master 
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locally determined minimum standards in the three competency 
areas of personal development, social responsibility and 
career development before receiving a diploma. 
Underlying the Oregon actions were two years of public 
hearings that explored the alleged inability of prevailing 
school curricula, practices and standards to assure that 
youngsters completing twelve years of formal education could 
survive economically and socially as independent young adults. 
Implicit in the Oregon discussions was a challenge to the 
validity of using time and course credits as bases for certi-
fying student accomplishment and :the relevance of current 
curricula, to the life role demands youngsters would face upon 
exit from the public school system. Many of these same concerns 
have since been echoed in other states. 
This action in Oregon in the early seventies was to be 
the nudge needed in other states over the next four or five 
years. The driving force behind state level policy makers and 
school administrators across the nation to formulate and imple-
ment: regulations and procedures that is now associated with CBE 
(Competency Based Education) must be credited to the action in 
Oregon. 
Now if we look back at McClung ' s concepts, we detect a 
marked difference between the Oregon plan and the Florida plan. 
The very first concept concerning time notice to students and 
parents is treated nicely in the Oregon plan - preliminary 
work in 1972 with some expectations by 1974 and competencies 
expected by high school graduates in 1978. Contrast this to 
the Florida program where the mandate was February, 1977 and 
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the initial expectations were for the same year graduates 
(conflicting articles show the State Board of Education 
approved proficiency standards in April, 1977, six months 
before the first administration of the test to eleventh 
graders). These students had only two months of instruction 
in the tested skills available to them prior to the first 
sitting for the FLT. Only 13 months intervened between the 
time these test results were released and the final adminis-
tration of the test in April, 1979, for the then senior class. 
McClung's third concept "cultural free bias" would 
seem to be another positive point with the Oregon Program.15 
The basis for this contention would rest with the fact that 
Oregon expected mastery of locally determined minimum stan-
dards. The Florida program was basically a state wide devel-
oped program with invited help to re-evaluate and revise, and 
of course the suit in Florida - Debra P v. Turlington - had 
heavy black impetus. 
In March, 1978, the National School Board Association 
Research Department conducted a survey among school board 
presidents in order to b0tter understand school district 
concerns with competency testing. 16 One respondent in three 
cited "improving the quality of teaching" and one in ten cited 
"declining test scores" as pressing concerns. Among 125 write-
in items, the majority were about money, inflation, balanced 
budget, finance, decreased state aid, resistance to property 
tax and the like. The term most often used was "mandates" as 
in "state mandates", "mandated programs without full funding", 
"fitting mandated programs into budget" or "inadequate state 
... 
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funding coupled with mandates." 
I n mi d January the NSBA survey was mailed to more 
than 3 , 000 school board presidents. 17 Within 21 days 878 
usable questionnaires had been returned for processing. Of 
t his 878 persons who comprised the total sample 79% were 
board presidents and 8% ex-presidents ; 13% were superinten-
dents or ot her high ranking administrators . The 878 responses 
represent 878 school districts or 5. 5% of all t he nation ' s 
public school districts. With "pressing concerns" previously 
cited, the NSBA survey also zeroed in on 1) attitudes 2) com-
petencies 3) decision making and 4) good and bad ideas with 
competency tests. 
Every child in public schools should be required to 
master certain skills and a high school diploma should mean 
t hat a student has mastered certain skills were attitudes 
s t rongly agreed upon by most respondents. The greatest dis-
agreement focused on whether handicapped students should 
achieve the same "minimal competency" as other students.1 8 
79% either "tend to disagree" or " disagree" with the require-
ments for handicapped students being the same. 
The NSBA survey cited the basic areas of math and 
language arts coupled with following written and oral instruc-
tions as areas of necessary competencies.1 9 
I t should be no surprise to find that respondents saw 
the u. s. Congress, Federal Courts, and St ate legislatures 
as least trusted to make decisions pertinent to competency 
t esting. Likewise as expected, local school boards and local 
committees of teachers were considered most trusted. 20 
Respondents to this survey also said it was a good 
idea for 1) tests to be given periodically throughout K-12 
(95%) 2) tests to be required of every student (87%) and 
13 
3) students to know the kinds of test items in advance (84%) . 
Considered a bad idea was to allow tests to be voluntary, 
tests to be given near the end of high school only, and tests 
to be given only once to each student . 21 
The NSBA survey results provided an even greater 
foundation for our philosophies and program development in 
Westville . With the NSBA statistics and our ideas and 
philosophies closely aligned , we became much more confident 
and convinced that our decisisons and actions in Westville 
were worthwhile. 
The section of this study "additional comr:ient" also 
merits continued discussion. A high percentage of respondents 
could best see the tests used as "tools" for setting high 
standards, diagnosing problems, and consequently improving 
teaching, the curriculum and the education system.22 Even 
though an atmosphere which prevented a wholehearted approval 
of MCT existed, there was a strong conBensus of respondents 
who concurred that the high school diploma should mean more 
than it now does. 
Many of the same comments were echoed from this NSBA 
survey that have been verbalized from sources during these 
past few years of competency emphasis. Some of these bear 
repeating. 23 State or federally mandated MCT are another 
example of loss of local control or increasing mandates of 
the government . "Keep the federal government out of setting 
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standards for competency - we already have too much federal 
control in schools and are losing local control rapidly on 
so many things in schools !" A board president f r om Nebraska 
wrote , "Our district is working on MCT , really to beat a 
mandate by the legislature . We don ' t want to hurt students. 
We have a good school system and want to keep it that way." 
Fr om a Colorado board president came the statement " each 
state should decide if MCT is needed for that state then allow 
each school district to define its own levels of MCT as it 
applies to each district ." Contrasting opinions , a New York 
State board member said "Standardized testing is a must if 
we are to maintain standards . State and national and local 
norms are important when evaluating curriculum and teacher -
administration performance ." 
MCT is looked at differently by different people both 
from school districts near and far . What are we saying? We 
can't predict what philosophy will exist because of geography, 
and size of district . We can, however, agree that the high 
school diploma has become somewhat erroded over the past few 
years. We can also agree that most sctool officials believe 
local input and control must be maintained in school matters 
and MCT is no exception. 
While state legislatures have led the MCT movement and 
the federal government has reinforced it, the courts have also 
participated. The idea of educational malpractice has been 
taking shape . In a case known as the Peter w. case (origin-
ally called Peter Doe) vs San Francisco, it was contended that 
l 
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the school district 
1 ) failed to apprehend his reading disabilities , 
2) assigned him to classes in which he could not 
read "the books and other materials" , 3) allowed him 
" to pass and advance from course or grade level" with 
knowledge that he had not achieved either its comple-
tion or the skills " necessary for him to succeed or 
benefit from subsequent courses , " 4) assigned him to 
classes in which the instructors were unqualified or 
which were not " geared" to his reading level , and 
5) permitted him to graduate from high school al-
though he was unable to read above the eighth grade 
leve1 . 24 
The Peter w. contentions, it should be noted , incor-
porate the idea of MCT . Peter w. lost his case but others 
will su~ely follow . Furthermore , Peter w. may have fared 
better if the state had had a MCT law in operation. 
Yet another court case bordering on educational ac-
countability and MCT focused on pupil performance and its 
measurement in the New York Court of Appeals ' recent decision 
in James vs Board of Education of New York City. 25 The con-
tention by parents was questions on a city wide reading test 
had been improperly provided to some students. New York 
State ' s highest court ruled that the lower courts were "with-
out authority to set aside, even temporarily , a policy decision 
by school administrators with respect to the integrity of a 
school examination. " The court ruled that it was the respon-
sibility of the chief school officer of the stat e and ultimately 
of the State Commissioner of Education to determine whether a 
particular test met the legal requirements . 26 
A final court case , commonly thought of as precedent 
setting as it relates to finance and public education, would 
be Robinson vs Cahil in New Jersey. The case began as ques-
t ioning money expenditures but resulted in a ruling to in-
16 
stitute somethihg like MCT. In an effort to define the article 
of the state constitution which required the state to have a 
"thorough and efficient system of schools," the court ordered: 
1 ) 
2) 
3) 
Establishment of educational goals 
Instruction intended to produce the attainment of 
reasonable levels of proficiency in the basic com-
munications and computational skills 
Evaluation and monitoring programs.27 
As can be seen, the court had ordered the basic contours of MCT. 
The basic review of the political and/or legal implica-
tions of MCT should tell us to plan our course of action well. 
Court cases would seem to suggest that the general rule is 
that so long as the school board acts in good faith it may 
establish and implement standards for the promotion of students 
from one grade to another. 28 
The establishment and implementation of minimum pupil 
performance standards both locally and statewide will undoubt-
edly affect the legal status of pupils and perhaps of teachers 
and administrators. Courts may well become more flooded as 
individuals feel themselves aggrieved by the application of 
competency standards. 
As educators we must D.Q! become overly con~erned that 
school curricula will be narrowed and cause teachers to spend 
all of their time teaching the basic skills. Gifted classes, 
art and music, physical education and other related subjects 
must not struggle for funds and recognition. In Gary, Omaha, 
and Denver there was no evidence that the MCT movement was 
responsible for any program cutbacks.29 
The MCT movement is different than other "fads" in 
public education. This movement has involved some 36 states, 
L 
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and for the most part the MCT mandates have been called for by 
non- educators . This would indicate that a large percentage of 
the public is behind the movement. Probably the man on the 
street would put standards for high school graduation and 
grade promotion second only to the need to lower property 
taxes . 
The intent of this brief historical review of MCT and 
CBE has not been to mention or discuss all exemplory programs. 
Therefore , the omission of programs in Denver or programs in 
Virginia or other cities or states has been the choice of 
this writer. This should not be interpreted to mean one pro-
gram is better or worse than another program. It should only 
imply that for the purpose of this writer, the programs mem-
tioned seemed to fit into a reporting scheme better as it 
compares to the developing Westville program. 
l_ 
SECTION II 
LOG OF ACTIVITIES 
Month of April 1979 - Minimal competency testing in 
Westville received its initial impetus in April 1979. A 
report to the school board dated 4/4/79 and included in the 
appendix A - pages 1 & 2 - gave a brief overview of a two day 
conference attended by this writer and a colleague. The con-
ference was in Peoria, Illinois and centered around the Peoria 
MCT program. 
Month of May 1979 , Mr. Paden - then Acting Superinten-
dent of Westville Community Unit District #2 - appointed this 
writer to chair Westvilles MCT plan . Our initial meeting was 
held 5/16/79 . At this meeting we made plans for a fall work-
shop to include MCT . We also discussed duties and obligations 
of various administrators and counselors - see appendix A 
page 3. 
Month of June 1979 - Nearly three months passed before 
our next formal meeting . The month of June however found this 
writer continuously reading and selecting ideas that would 
help facilitate our early MCT movement in Westville. 
Week of August 9 , 1979 our next meeting - dated 8/9/79 
and in appendix A page 4 - the initial survey instruments A & B -
appendex B pages 1 - 4 - were presented for approval . We agreed 
to submit these instruments to all teachers at the August 20th 
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orientation workshop. The need for a smaller committee was 
also discussed and approved (Mr. Robert Hickman - Westville 
Districts new Superintendent - was briefed at this meeting too) . 
Week of August 27, 1979 - The main function the second 
week of school was to wait for instruments A & B to be returned 
to each building pricipal. Also at this same time we were 
contacting a prospective consultant, Dr . Edwin Griffith , Peoria, 
Illinois. A copy of this letter is enclosed in appendix A 
page 5. 
Week of September 7, 1979 the third week of school -
the sub committee met to condense all submitted skill statements 
into three categories - math, reading, and language arts - copies 
included in appendix B labeled questionnaires 1, 2 , and 3. 
Week of September 19, 1979 - We not only submitted Ques-
tionnaires 1, 2, and 3 - appendix B pages 5 - 9 - to all dis-
trict tea chers but also to nearly 100 parents of Westville 
district students . 78 of these were eventually returned and 
used . 
Week of September 17, 1979 - was primarily a waiting 
week and a week to begin preparing a report to the school board . 
Week of September 24, 1979 this, the sixth week, we 
finished the report to the board - copy in appendix dated 
9/25/79 - prepared an initial ranked tabulation of skilled 
statements and also sent a letter home to parents who received 
the questionnaire - copy in appendix A page 9. Final ranked 
tabulation is given in section III pages 36 , 37, and 38 . 
Week of October 1, 1979 - A progress report was given 
to the board of education. This writer conferred with Mr. 
I 
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Hickman to make plans for Dr . Griffith to be our consult, 
our need for ICEI monies, and also plans for in- service on 
competency testing. 
Week of October 8, 1979 again met with Mr . Hickman -
Mr. Paden Asst . Superintendent was also present - to finalize 
plans for the 10/23 work day with Dr. Griffith . Memo's dated 
10/10/79 and 10/12/79 give detail to this as well as identi-
fying the instructional objective-test writing committee . 
Budgetary needs are also included in the 10/10 memo . Appendix 
A pages 10 - 12 are copies of these memos. 
Week of October 15 , 1979 was a slow week for MCT. This 
writer was in Chicago attending the IPA Fall Conference . 
Week of October 23 , 1979 - Dr . Griffith met with our 
instructional objective-test writing committee . Following a 
brief overview of competency testing we began discussing 
instructional objectives (I.0.' s) and test writing. Appendix 
items C pages 1 - 3 were crucial and critical documents needed 
prior to writing I . o:sand eventually test questions . As we 
reconvened from lunch, we began - in small groups - writing 
instructional objectives for the top te~ ranked skills state-
ments for the math area. At 2:15 this same day Dr. Griffith 
presented MCT to the total district staff . Preliminary work 
on recommendations were done the latter part of this week . 
Week of October 29 , 1979 - Mr. Paden submitted the ICEI 
grant for approval . At our second session - October 30th -
we began to finalize our I . 0. ' s for math in our small groups. 
Week of November 5, 1979 - Session 3 of the test writing 
committee was more talking than writing. We were having much 
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difficulty with math skill statements 4 & 5. The writer 
also worked this week on Sections I & I V. 
Week of November 12, 1979 Session 4 - with 2 members 
absent 3 people worked on math skill statements 4 & 5 while 
the other groups began preliminary work on the language ar ts 
skill statements. The last 45 minutes we again met as a 
committee of Sand hammered out I.0.'s temporarily accept-
able to all for math. By the next meeting we will have 
these neatly typed with extra space at the sides , above, and 
below for final changes. The writer also consulted this 
week with Dr. Smittley and Dr. Bartz . The ICEI request was 
returned to us 11/15 needing work agreement and consultant 
contract finished and signed - appendix A pages 13 - 17. 
The writer worked on the Analysis - Section III - of this 
report this week too . 
Week of November 19 , 1979 - Session 5 of I . 0 . 's 
writing committee again was an excellent session. Our ac-
complishments were with the language arts statements. Each 
committee was able to develop I.O ' s for their assigned skill 
statements. Committee member Mayfield will have these copied -
in scratch form - and ready for all committee members by next 
Tuesday a.m. The meeting concluded with this writer handing 
typed copies of our near final math I.0. 's to each member 
(the typing of this compliments of committee member Thompson) . 
More time was spent later this week by this writer on the general 
organizations of this paper . 
Week of November 26 , 1979 - Session 6 of the I . O' s com-
mittee was November 27th . Our initial discussion focused on 
L 
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changing the weekly meeting date. We also discussed possi-
bility of an afternoon meeting January 2nd. (last day of 
Christmas vacation) . We felt we would probably have I . 0. ' s 
for all areas looking good by beginning of Christmas vacation . 
Committee member Mayfield suggested possibility of one more 
full day session - first full week after vacation - for I.0 . 's 
and test writing. It would be essential to have the full 
committee and Dr. Griffith at this session. Main purpose 
would be to allow our consultant - with us - to take a good 
hard look at our work so far to date (we should have all I . O.'s 
done by this time as well as a very good start on test ques-
tions). The remainder of this session was spent discussing and 
making necessary and agreed changes in our preliminary language 
arts I . 0 . 's. Our efforts to date show instructional objectives 
for both math and language arts in pretty good form. This 
writer conferred with Mr . Hickman Thursday this week concerning 
a second all day work session for the I.O. ' s-test writing com-
mittee, and Dr. Griffith - appendix A page 1$ . Mr. Hickman 
gave preliminary approval for this writer to schedule this 
early in January . A tentative date has been set with Dr . 
Griffith for January 10 , 19$0. 
Week of December 3 , 1979 - Session 7 of the I . 0 . 's 
committee met December 4. Each committee began working on 
their assigned skill statements for reading. We concluded 
the meeting with reassur ance that January 2 and January 10 
were firm work days - the latter date to include presence 
of our consultant . Two hand- outs were given to each committee 
member: 1) Suggestions for writing multiple choice questions -
J. 
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appendix C pages 7 - 10 and 2) instructional objectives neatly 
typed for language ar ts . 
Week of December 10, 1979 Session 8 of the I .0.' s 
committee met December 11. With the absence of 2 committee 
members we met as 2 committee's. We r e- divided the r emaining 
reading skill statements and proceeded to write the remaining 
I.0.'s. The latter half of this meeting we - one by one -
scrutinized each I .O.' s At our meeting next week we will begin 
looking at potential test items . All committee members were 
reminded to bring test question material to our next Tuesday 
meeting . Committee members were also reminded about the 
January 2 and January 10 dates . With our I.0.'s now in finil-
ized form , we will begin the task of writing test questions 
for these objectives . Our after school meeting December 18 
and our daytime meeting January 2 will be spent at this very 
task . Then at our January 10 meeting, we will utilize the 
expertise of our consultant as we re-evaluate both our I.0. ' s 
and our - so far prepared - test questions . Thursday of this 
same week, this writer communicated - by way of the mail -
with Dr . Smittley . Section II - this section - of this paper 
was the purpose of our communication. 
Week of December 17, 1979 A test writing form - appendix 
C page 11 - was pr epared for the test writing committee ' s use . 
This form will provide r eady access and reference for each 
1) instructional objective, 2) test item written from each 
I . O. and 3) skill statement the I.O. was written for . 
With the Appendix getting quite large , the writer decided to 
re-organize the appendix into an A section - communications, 
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reports and memo ' s ; a B section - surveys and questionnaires ; 
and a C section - for miscellaneous items . This should allow 
for greater and easier use of this study. This week our I.O. 
committee becomes the test writing committee. Session 9 of 
the I . O. - now test writing committee - met December 18, 1979 . 
Copies of instructional objectives for reading were handed to 
each committee member . Preliminary discussion centered around 
process and procedures we would use with test writing . We 
decided each committee would write test questions for the same 
I . 0 .' s that that same committee had written . Each committee 
then proceeded to begin the task of searching for and the 
writing of test questions . We will seek copyright approval 
where necessary . 
Week of December 24, 1979 was a vacation week for all 
committee members . 
Week of December 31, 1979 - seven of our ten committee 
members were able to meet January 2 , 1980 for our scheduled 
test writing session . With each sub-committee represented, 
we worked either individually or as a sub-committee writing 
test questions for the same I . 0 .' s each sub- committee had 
written. Good progress was made by the individuals or groups 
working on math test items . However , the individuals and groups 
working with the writing of language arts test items had dif-
ficulty agreeing on good test items. We tentatively decided 
to write test items we thought were good and were at an appro-
priate reading level . Next, we will enlist the services of our 
district reading co- ordinator to adapt our prepared test items 
to an appropriate reading level . (The sub- committee of Huber, 
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Thompson, Franklin, and Daniel varied their methods today. 
Instead of us all working as a group of 4 on the same I . 0.'s 
we decided to have 3 people work on the more difficult 
language arts I . 0 . 's while I person worked on our assigned 
math I .0.'s. This was a good idea. By doing this we com-
pleted test items for 11 of our 17 assigned math I . 0.'s . 
The 3 people working on the language arts I.0 . 's did get 
part way through two I . 0 . 's. We anticipated the process with 
language arts to be slower because of the need to establish 
appropriate reading levels . Now if all 4 committee members 
had worked with language arts I . 0. ' s only, we would have 
probably achieved the same end products for this days work 
with language arts . Of course, if all 4 had worked with 
language arts and no one had worked with math, we would have 
accomplished zero math test items) . 
Week of January 7 , 1980 the test writing committee 
again met after school Tuesday. Aside from our task of 
writing test items, we finalized plans for our all day Thurs-
day session with Dr . Griffith. We will thoroughly scrutinize 
not only our I.0.'s but also the test items we have completed 
to date . At our weekly administrators meeting Mr . Hickman 
asked for and was given a report on our progress to date . At 
our next administrators meeting, a more complete and definitive 
time table will be presented. Results of our Thursday session 
should make this mor e definitive time table possible . Our all 
day Thursday meeting this week was a most productive work ses-
sion. Dr . Griffith suggested several small but important changes. 
With some I.0. 's we needed to re-evaluate - and eventually alter -
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the words or phrases~. , etc . , and at mos t . He also sug-
gested five foil instead of four foil multiple choice ques-
tions . This , theoretically , does not allow guessing to be as 
profitable . He encouraged us to - at the appropriate time -
circulate our I . 0 .' s throughout the community. With h is 
help and advice this day , we then continued - in our three 
groups - to write test items . As we called it a day, all 
three groups had finished test items for math . Two grops 
had an excellent start on either l anguage arts or reading test 
items, while one group had essentially finished their lang-
uage arts test items, too . Some discussion centered around 
"test item tryout" and "pilot testing" of the test items and 
test respectively. This , of course , will be a two or three 
year process. It will begin after the test itself is com-
pleted. The process of both piloting and test item tryout 
will be the function and duty of Mr . Daniel , the Jr . High 
School - Senior High School Counselor . 
Week of January 14 , 1980 , the test writing committee 
again met Tuesday after school . With all but one committee 
member present each committee continued writing test items . 
As Group I committee finishes their test items for the I . O. 's 
they wrote, they will take a reading objective from Group II 
committee and a language arts objective from Group III com-
mittee . Thi s sharing of objectives will continue until all 
test items for all objectives have been completed. 
Week of January 21 , 1980 - Being unable to attend our 
weekly Tuesday meeting, committee member Thompson handed in her 
reading test items Monday, January 21st . This will al l ow the 
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other three members of her committee to scrutinize her test 
items at the Tuesday meeting . With one committee member ab-
sent at our weekly Tuesday meeting we continued in our groups to 
work on reading and language arts test items. As we finished 
writing today, group I had finished writ ing their assigned 
test items. Each of the other groups is working in their 
final areas - reading or language arts. Group I will share 
I . O. 's - as previously stated - from groups tv10 and three at 
next weeks meeting . We may have a chance to complete test 
item writing at our next Tuesdays meeting. 
Week of January 28 , 1980 We decided to stay to-
night until we finished writing test items . We had no par-
ticular problems at this meeting other than the fact we met 
an extra forty-five minutes . Before departing today, all 
members agreed to meet as needed for whatever purpose the 
chairman may deem a meeting be needed . 
With the writing of test items now completed, the 
specific purpose of this paper has now been achieved we 
have a competency test. It is essential , however , to 
emphasize that a two or three year process now begins to 
analyze test items and then field test the competency test . 
We must realize that some test items may not pass either of 
these tests. This then may necessitate some additional test 
item writing at a later date . Test items must also be or-
ganized and arranged into an acceptable test form. 
2S 
The impact of our labors now rests in the hands of the 
Westville Community Unit District Board of Education . We are, 
of course, confident they will accept our r ecommendations as 
submitted . 
SECTION III 
SELECTED ACTIVITY ANALYSES 
Critical and necessary exercises paramount to Westville ' s 
Competency program were determined by the Westville Community 
Unit Competency Test (WCUCT) Committee . Three of these exer-
cises were : 1) committees - number and selection, 2) survey 
and questionnaire assessment and 3) writing of instructional 
objectives and the tests . 
As we looked at competency testing in Westville our 
first concern was that of committees (appendix pages 3, 4, 6, 
10 , 12) . The number and selection of the various committees 
were crucial to our developing program. 
Our decision to not require all administrators to be 
directly and constantly involved in all committee work was 
an excellent early choice . In Westville it had become some-
what customary for all principals to be in attendance at 
both academic and non- academic committee meetings . With 
each building represented , we decided principals may or may 
not attend competency meetings . 
Also , early with our survey instruments we appointed 
a sub- committee of three - the high school and junior high 
school counselor and this writer - to meet as needed and 
report back to t he WCUCT committee. 
We established three committees to develop the Westville 
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MCT program : 1) WCUCT committee , 2) WCUCT sub- committee , 
and 3) WCUCT instructional- objective and test writing com-
mittee . We have so far discussed the first two of these 
committees . 
The third committee was the committee "that made things 
happen" . We made some early committments for this group . In 
addition to a nominal stipend and the first working day being 
released time from teaching , we promised each other we would 
schedule meetings at times convenient to all members . We 
further agreed to debate , argue and discuss , but to be good 
friends when we finished the tasks ahead- as good a friends 
as we were in the beginning. 
As this writer and Mr. Hickman , the Superintendent of 
Schools , discussed numbers and make- up of this committee , we 
could see the need for representation from all academic areas 
and levels of the system. We were extremely pleased when our 
first choices in each building accepted the challenge . As we 
were briefed by Dr . Griffith and as we later continued to 
function , we did not always initially agree . We can say 
though that we were always able to come to a concensus . 
Members of the WCUCT Instructional objective - test 
writing committee were: 
Mrs . Bolser - Learning disability teacher , K - 4 
level 
Mrs . _Sneyd - Math teacher , grade 6 (also speech 
minor) 
Mrs . Franklin - History and language arts teacher , 
grades 7 & 8 (also math qualified and night 
instructor in the GED program at Danville Area 
Community College) . 
Miss Thompson - Speci al education teacher , grades 
5 - 8 
Mrs. Foyer - Math teacher , senior high school 
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Mrs . Mayfield 
Mrs . Virostek 
English teacher , senior high school 
Biology teacher , senior high school 
Mr. Hughes - Counselor, senior high school 
Mr. Daniels - Counselor, t time senior high school , 
t time grades 7 & 8 
Mr. Huber - Principal, grades 7 & 8 
Addressing our attention to the survey and question-
naire assessment we developed a chronology that first requested 
each teacher list one to five minimal basic skills needed by 
the grade school and high school graduate in order to suc-
cessfully function in today ' s society; second, rank or prior-
itize the skill statements in language arts , reading, and 
mathematics; and third, tabulate and weight the ranked skills. 
Teachers were given and asked to follow the directions 
that accompanied the initial survey instrument(s) labeled A 
and Bin appendix B pages 1 - 4. On September 7, the sub-
committee met and completed exercise 2 - listing submitted 
skill statements in each of the three areas of concern -
mathematics , language arts , and reading. This instrument was 
then not only resubmitted to the staff of nearly 100 teachers 
but was also mailed to 97 parents of Westville district students. 
Seventy- eight of these were re t urned for tabulating. This in-
strument can be seen on pages 7 - 9 of appendix B. The pur-
pose of this second instrument - as explained in its accomp-
anying directions - was to involve school personnel and 
randomly selected parents to rank potential instruction ob-
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ject ives. Tabulated results of this exercise provided us 
with our ranked- weighted skills. 
Skills were weighted according t o a reverse rank-
weight. More specifically a rank of 1 received a weight of 
10; a rank of 2 received a weight of 9-----while a rank of 
10 received a weight of 1. This type of weighting seemed 
essential because the number of times ranked needed to be 
considered as well as rank place. Tabulation was calculated 
by the following formula : 
AVERAGE RANK X TIMES RANKED: 
Where Average rank = sum t otal ranks divided 
by number of times ranked ; 
Where average rank of 5 = weighting of 6. 
!iQ.Y! if average is 5. 4 then rank weight of .Q is used 
The computation for this would be: 
Rank weight of 6 is 5, THEREFORE 
5 X times ranked+ . 6 (down from rank 6) 
X times ranked= TABULATION 
This must be done for all ranked skill statements. The 
results of this tabulation are provided in tables I , II, and 
III of this section. 
The purpose of this exercise of weighting was to 
identify the top ten- rank-skill statements in each area -
language arts , reading, and mathematics . These skill state-
ments were then used to formulate specific goals and objectives. 
This exercise was necessary prior to the writing of test items. 
Further analyzing these tables , we readily see that both 
times ranked and average ranking are determining factors in so 
far as rank is concerned. If we take the items ranked 1-1 0 
I 
I 
i 
I 
l. 
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in table I we see average rank ranges from 3. 40 (rank ~2) to 
6. 33 (rank 1-f.7) . With the lov1est average rank not being the 
number one rank and with the highest average rank (in the 
top ten) not being the number ten rank , we can see the role 
weighting plays in .the tabulation of the skill statements. 
Table II does of course show with rank #1 how a low 
average rank and ranked by many of the respondents will pro-
duce a high tabulation total . This further shows the import-
ance of the ·weighted ranking procedure. 
We must re- emphasize the importance of this process 
as it relates to these three tables and to the determination 
of the most important skill statements. To take just average 
rank doesn ' t do justice to the process . Likewise , to take 
just the number of times ranked , also leaves it incomplete . 
But , to use both in a weighting system, does provide a more 
clear and detailed picture of the true needs . 
Our third crucial and critical exercise followed the 
tabulating and weighting of skill statements. This was to 
be the most time consuming of all tasks involved with MCT in 
Westville . The primary emphasis of this exercise was to write 
instructional objectives - hopefully three in number - for 
each of the top ten skill statements. (This number - 3 - we 
achieved in mathematics but not in language arts and reading) . 
The secondary part of this exercise was to then wri t e test 
items - again hopefully three in number - for each instruc-
tional objective. However , before either of these could be 
done an instructional objective test writing committee was 
organized. This committee included 3 high school , 2 junior 
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high school , 1 middle grade (grade 6) and 1 elementary teacher . 
Also included on this committee was the junior high school 
and senior high school counselors and this writer as chair-
person. 
Our initial session, October 23, 1979 , was guided and 
controlled by our consultant, Dr. Ed Griffith , Peoria Public 
School District Director of Research and Testing, Peoria, 
Illinois. Primary and preliminary concern was to create a 
better and common understanding of instructional objectives, 
objectives for evaluating learning, and general phraseology. 
After receiving this type of "cram course", we split our com-
mittee of 10 into comm.ittee ' s of 3 , 3 & 4. As we did this 
we maintained balance - by disciplines - on each committee . 
The day to day - week to week working of these three 
committees is what really made MCT happen in Westville . In-
itially, we agreed to rotate members of the committees as we 
moved from mathematics to language arts to reading. After 
meeting two or three times , we cancelled that plan. Why? 
We were just getting to know some of the integral thought 
processes of each committee member and to change then would 
require learning the same thought processes over for new 
members in each committee . 
Believing instructional objectives were easier to write 
for mathematics , we chose this as our first area - of three -
t o concentrate on. After much writing, rewriting, scratching, 
etc ., we - each committee - had some partial products . Each 
committee then reported back to the entire group - ten - the 
instructional objectives it had written for the skill statements 
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it had been assigned. Much debating, discussing - some ar-
guing - and compromising produced a product acceptable to all . 
We will continue this process for each skill statement to 
develop instructional objectives. Test items - at least 
three in number - will then be written for each inst ructional 
objective. (We hope to have an approximate balance of three 
instructional objectives for each skill statement. ) If a 
three - three balance can be maintained , we could be looking 
at a competency exam of ninety items. We see a minimum need 
of at least sixty for each of the grade 8 and grade 12 exams. 
We did not achieve our preliminary desired number for I . 0 . 1 s 
in language arts and reading. We did, however , achieve this 
number if we add I . O.' s for the two . With reading and lang-
uage arts being closely tied disciplines , we didn ' t see this 
as an area of concern. 
We found this process of working in small groups with 
specific assigned skill statements to be the most meaningfull 
and group involved. To follow these small group working 
sessions then with a total committee discussion really gave 
us a polished product . It is essential , though, not to twist 
arms. Free and open discussion is essential though time 
consuming. By doing this ·we are convinced we truly arrived 
at concensus of opinion. 
TABLE I 
LANGUAGE ARTS 
403 4.05 58 Correctly spell conunonly and frequently used words. 
380 3.40 50 Correctly follow a set of oral directions. 
378 4.90 62 Correctly complete a job application form. 
340 4.82 55 Recognize the meaning of frequently used words. 
296 3.41 39 Correctly write a simple sentence. 
236 5.84 44 Correctly write and endorse a check. 
229 6.33 49 Write a letter of application. 
204 5.49 37 Draw conclusions from factual information. 
199 5.15 34 Correctly use standard English usage forms. 
153 5.90 30 Write a paragraph of at least four related sentences. 
151 5.61 28 Correctly develop and write a resume. 
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146 5.96 29 Listen to and interpret oral news reports, e.g. TV and Radio. 
137 6.85 33 Correctly address an envelope. 
121 7. 33 33 Correctly write a personal letter. 
113 7.10 29 Correctly write a business letter. 
106 5.95 21 Proof-read a paragraph and make corrections. 
105 6.00 21 Recognize clearly expressed ideas. 
··90 6.91 22 Correctly punctuate a paragraph. 
76 7.0 19 Prepare a short speech. 
66 4.36 10 Write a sentence with a subject and predicate. 
51 6 . 36 11 Identify a complete thought in a statement. 
45 4.57 7 Identify parts of a sentence. 
43 6.22 9 Differentiate between a sentence and a fragment. 
33 8.25 12 Write a thank-you note. 
27 6.50 6 Identify the topic sentence in a paragraph. 
8 9.0 4 Should be able to write legibly. 
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3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
8 
10 
11 
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13 
14 
15 
16 
18 
18 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
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28 
29 
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31 
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288 
272 
231 
205 
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159 
151 
151 
147 
145 
136 
135 
120 
llO 
95 
93 
93 
82 
78 
69 
68 
65 
52 
40 
39 
37 
30 
22 
10 
4.00 
3.65 
5.23 
5. 88 
5.48 
5 . 11 
5.41 
5.08 
6.80 
4.96 
6.88 
6.18 
6.00 
6.42 
6.48 
5.53 
6.77 
6.44 
6.13 
5.69 
7.42 
6.94 
6.10 
7.92 
7.75 
5. 71 
8.27 
7.86 
5.0 
TABLE II 
READING. 
67 Read and follow written directions. 
37 
41 Correctly interpret and follow illustrated directions. 
37 Read an article and comprehend the content. 
40 Read and fill out forms requesting specific information. 
40 Read and demonstrate an understanding of contractual agreements, 
e.g . lease, loan, or purchase agreements. 
31 Read and understand a job description. 
27 Read and use resource and reference materials commonly found 
in the library. 
27 Read road and traffic signs. 
26 Read and be able to tell the time of day. 
35 Read and understand procedure for registering to vote and voting. 
24 Distinguish fact from opinion in an article. 
33 Read and demonstrate knowledge of "Rules of the Road." 
28 Read and use a telephone book. 
24 Read safety directions. 
24 Read and and understand the directions for the use of commercial 
products. 
21 Read and follow directions for food preparation. 
17 Read an article for details. 
22 Read and be able to follow directions for administering first aid . 
18 Read and demonstrate an understanding of an itemized bill. 
16 Read and demonstrate an understanding of graphs, charts, and tables 
13 Read and comprehend a work manual. 
19 Read road maps and identify symbols. 
16 Read and interpret invoices and bills. 
13 Read all parts of newspapers and magazines. 
13 Recognize and understand statements from the U.S. Constitution. 
12 Read transportation schedules, e.g . plane, bus, train, etc. 
7 Read a short story and identify cause and effect relationships. 
11 Read and order from a catalog. 
7 Read and understand a "consumer report". 
2 Read and understand a fictional passage. 
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13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
536 2.21 
437 3.84 
344 4.25 
227 5.03 
221 5.33 
207 5.09 
194 4.77 
157 6.51 
140 6.17 
133 3.61 
126 6.94 
121 5.74 
111 6. 73 
110 4.53 
106 7.69 
103 4.56 
93 6.57 
87 6.17 
85 7 .17 
81 7.32 
80 7. 36 
74 5.67 
54 7.14 
33 6.87 
. Jl 7.55 
31 7.13 
26 7.75 
23 8.13 
18 6.50 
17 5.33 
9 8. 0 
TABLE III 
MATH 
61 Add, subtract, multiply and divide whole numbers. 
38 
61 Compute change for purchased items, and be able to count money. 
51 Balance a checkbook. 
38 Prepare a family or household budget. 
39 Use co=on measures for time, weight, distance, area, volume, speed, 
and temperature. 
35 Add money using various denominations of coins and bills. 
31 Add, subtract, multiply and divide decimal numbers. 
35 Compute and compare cost per item in order to determine unit cost 
or "best buy". 
29 Solve consumer time-payment buying problems, e.g. interest rates, 
down payment, total costs, etc. 
18 Identify the value of various U.S. coins . 
31 Perform simple bookkeeping functions. 
23 Add a column of at least ten numbers, such as a grocery list . 
26 Compute net pay using gross pay, benefits, and deductions . 
17 Add, subtract, multiply and divide fractions. 
32 Correctly complete federal and state income tax forms. 
16 Identify the symbols for addition, subtraction, multiplication, and 
division. 
21 Read and solve math story problems . 
18 Correctly maintain a savings account knowing interest rates. 
23 Use the metric measurement system to measure length, weight, and 
volume. 
22 Read and use a ruler and thermometer. 
22 Read and interpret instruments which have scales, such as thermometer: 
or pressure guages . 
13 Determine elapsed ~ usj.ng a standard wall clock. 
14 Compute sales tax on the purchase of a specific item. 
8 Translate numbers to words and vice versa. 
9 Estimate objects in terms of units of measures, e.g. length, weight , 
area, volume, etc. 
8 Compute percentages . 
8 Read and demonstrate an understanding of statistical charts, graphs, 
and tables. 
8 Compute simple interest rates. 
4 Be able to measure angles. 
3 Compute compound interest rates. 
3 Compute real estate taxes us ing the tax rate, assessed valua tion 
rate, etc. 
SECTION IV 
SUMMARY-CONCLUSION- RECOMMENDATIONS 
In Westville our attempt was to follow suggested 
guidelines from the available literature. Local input was 
considered to be a prime concern. Vii th this in mind we in-
volved both parents and teachers as ·we developed and prior-
itized skill statements appropriate to Westville . With wise 
use of consultant we proceeded to develop instructional 
skills and the test items for the exams from these ranked 
skill statements. By doing this , we were able to facilitate 
maximum local input and control . 
We strongly recommend the survey type instruments 
used in Westville for school districts just getting started 
with MCT. Statements both pro and con can be beneficial in 
the early days for both the skeptic and the convinced. Pages 
4 - 6 of Appendix C contains a list of pro and con statements 
on MCT for the reader' s benefit. 
The first line of defense , to date , with locally de-
V€loped competency type tests , has been for the courts to 
defer to the expertise of professional educators as well as 
more general judicial developments concerning legal challenges. 
We must remove the vulnerable aspects of these programs. Pro-
grams must not be punitive, in the sense of withholding di-
plomas, denying graduation , or publicly identifying students 
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as low achievers , without embodying any diagnostic or re-
medial elements . This writer will recommend good and appro-
priate alternatives and solutions to these concerns. 
For purposes of this paper and this paper only, in-
structional objectives will be considered the end product 
of this study. For obvious reasons of security, the exams 
will not be included as a part of this paper . Instructional 
objectives for all three areas can be found on pages 44 - 56 
in Section IV of this paper . 
It is the recommendation of this writer that all stu-
dents graduating from grade 8 and grade 12 during the 1982- 83 
school year and thereafter be required to pass competency 
tests in the areas of reading, language arts and mathematics 
prior to receiving a graduation diploma from Westville District 
#2 schools . Students who do not satisfy this requirement , but 
do satisfy all other requirements , may be awarded a Certif-
icate of Program Completion. 
If we are to follow some of the ideas presented in 
this paper we must - very carefully - outline our testing 
scheme. The exams will be pencil and paper multiple choice 
type exams. Students must score at least a 70 on each exam 
or a composite 210 with no score on any one exam being lower 
than 60 . Students will be required to retake only the part 
they did not pass . (Students may, however, option to retake 
the entire battery) . 
High school students will be provided five opportunities 
t o pass the examinations prior to their scheduled high school 
gre,duation. 
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1. The examination will be administered to all 
students during the fall semester of the junior year. Those 
students who successfully pass the examinations will proceed 
through the remainder of their high school years meeting the 
predetermined graduation requirements. 
2 . Students who fail one or more of the exams may 
elect to retake the exams that were failed at the end of the 
second semester of the jumior year. We recommend students to 
study on their own or to receive tutoring prior to this testing 
session. 
3. Special refresher courses should be offered during 
summer school . Opportunities should be provided for students 
to again take the exam(s) following these refresher courses . 
4. Students entering their 8th or 12th grade who have 
attempted but have been unsuccessful in passing one or more 
of the exams , will be required to enroll in the appropriate 
refresher courses the first semester . The examination(s) will 
again be administered at the end of the refresher course(s) . 
5. Students who have not passed the examination(s) by 
the second semester of the 8th or 12th year will again be re-
quired to enroll in one or more of the refresher courses . 
The examination , once more , will be given at the end of each 
of the refresher courseGs) . 
If the student has not successfully passed the required 
examinations by t he end of the second semester of the senior 
year, he or she may continue in high school and continue t o 
attempt to meet all graduation requirements . I f the student 
has me t all other requirements for graduation except the 
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passing of one or more of the exams he/she may elect to re-
ceive a "Certificate of Completion" instead of a diploma. 
The student may continue to attempt to pass the examinations 
until he or she reaches the maximum age for free public school 
education as defined in Chapter 122 Sec tion 10- 20. 12 of the 
School Code of Illinois and in accepting a " Certificate of 
Completion" in no way forfeits his continued right to work 
towards a deploma. 
The examination requirements for grade 8 should be 
similar to grade 12. Students will be given a minimum of 
iQ.1u: opportunities to satisfactorily pass the exams before 
being retained in grade eight. Comparing to the previously 
outlined high school scheme, we would see the following: 
1. The examination would be administered to all stu-
dents during the spring of the seventh grade year. 
Those students Vlho successfully pass the examin-
ations will proceed through the remainder of their 
Junior High School years meeting the predetermined 
graduation requirements . 
2 . Same as #3 for High School 
3. Sarne as #4 for High School 
4. Same as #5 for High School 
As a variance for grade 8 , it is recommended that 
movement may be permitted from grade 8 to grade 9 even if exam(s) 
are not satisfactorily passes - for students who have been miss 
passed at some earlier date - but that these students must 
successfully pass the grade 7- 8 exams before being permitted to 
take the grade 11 - 12 exams. 
To further de- emphasize the minimal concept , due con-
si deration should be given to all students who pass the exarn(s) 
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with both high scores and also the first and/or second times 
attempted. These results must become a part of the student ' s 
permanent record . 
We must also recognize that we are evaluating products 
of Westville 1 s instructional programs not the instructional 
programs of other schools . Vie must there fore not mandate 
that students who transfer in be required to pass this 
examination unless they are students in the district at the 
expected first administration time of the test . 
We must not see this movement - competency exams - as 
an end but instead as means towards a better end. This move-
ment should and must provide the impetus needed for all 
academic areas at all learning levels to develop mastery 
type skill objectives . If we are to be accountable locally, 
then we must have input locally. Local input, however , must 
not be the ineffectual lip- service that has usually been paid 
to individualized instruction. MCT must provide the vehicle 
necessary to institute a competency-based program that is 
truly individualized year- by year for every student , ,·ii th 
Gontinuous records of teacher planning and student progress . 
We must not , however , swing the pendulum to the other 
extreme by imposing standards that we know cannot be attained. 
The American dream of equal opportunity for all does not mean 
nor does it insure equal outcome for all . 
INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES 
MATH 
GOAL STATEMENT #1 ADD, SUBTRACT , MULTIPLY AND DIVIDE WHOLE 
NUMBERS . 
Grade 8 
Objective 1: Given three, three digit numbers the 
student will add them. · 
Objective 2: Given two numbers with the same or diff-
erent number of digits up to four , the 
student will subtract the smaller from the 
larger number. 
Objective 3: Given two numbers with three o~ fewer 
digits the student will multiply them. 
Objective 4: Given two numbers with three or fewer 
digits the student will divide the smaller 
number into the larger number with the re-
mainder written as a fraction. 
Grade 12 
Objective 1: Given five numbers with the same or diff-
erent number of digits up to six digits, 
the student will add them. 
Objective 2: Given two numbers with the same or diff-
erent number of digits up to six the stud-
ent will subtract the smaller number from 
the larger number. 
Objective 3: Given two numbers with five or fewer digits 
the student will multiply them. 
Objective 4: Given two numbers with five or fewer digits 
the student will divide the smaller number 
into the larger number with the remainder 
written as a fraction . 
GOAL STATEMENT #2 COMPUTE CHANGE FOR PURCHASED ITEMS, AND BE 
ABLE TO COUNT MONEY. 
Grade 8 
Objective 1: Given an amount of money and the prices of 
three or fewer purchased items the student 
will compute the amount of change . 
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Chjective 2 : Given an amount of money in dollars and 
cents the student will identify the bills 
and coins equivalent . 
Objective 3: Given an amount of bills and coins the 
student will identify the dollars and cents 
equivalent . 
Grade 12 
Objective 1 : Given an amount of money and the prices of 
six or fewer purchases items the student 
will compute the change . 
GOAL STATEMENT #3 BALANCE A CHECKBOOK. 
Grade 8 
Objective 1 : Given a balance brought forward and a check 
written for an amount less than the balance 
~rought forward , the student will compute 
the new balance . 
Objective 2 : Given a balance brought forward and speci-
fic check amounts, the student will compute 
the final balance . 
Objective 3: Given a balance brought forward and speci-
fic deposit amounts , the student will com-
pute the final balance . 
Grade 12 
Objective 1 : Given a balance brow:;ht forward and specific 
check and deposit amounts, the student will 
compute the final balance . 
Objective 2 : Given a balance brought forward and specific 
check, deposit , and service charge amounts, 
the student will compute the final balance . 
Objective 3: Given a balance brought forward and specific 
check amounts returned , check amounts not 
returned , deposit amounts, and service cha r ge 
amounts, the student will compute the final 
balance . 
GOAL STATEMENT #4 PREPARE A FAMILY OR HOUSEHOLD BUDGET . 
Grade 8 
Objective 1 : Given allowance and set expenses the student 
will determine the amount available for 
specific uses . 
Grade 12 
Objective 1: Given monthly income , set expenses , a 
savings goal , and sample budgets , the 
student will choose the correctly pre-
pared budget. 
GOAL STATEMENT #5 USE CotliMON MEASURES FOR TIME, DISTANCE, 
AREA , VOLUME , SPEED, AND TEMPERATURE. 
Grade 8 
Objective 1 : Given various objects to measure, the 
student will choose the correct unit . 
Objective 2: Given various \'/eight measures , the stu-
dent will choose the smallest or largest. 
Objective 3: Given various distance measures , the stu-
dent will choose the smallest or largest . 
Objective 4: Given various volume measures , the stu-
dent will choose the smallest or largest . 
Objective 5: Given a specific temperature condition, 
the student will choose the most appro-
priate measure . 
Grade 12 
Objective 1: Given two of the three measurements dis-
tance , speed and time , the student will 
determine the third. 
Objective 2: Given a starting and quiting time , a spe-
cific lunch break and coffee breaks , the 
student will compute actual working time . 
Objec t ive 3: Given specific units of volume measure 
the student will comuute the tctal mea-
sure involved and co~vert the answer to 
an equivalent measure . 
Objective 4: Given specific dimensions , the student 
will be able to compute the area. 
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Objecti ve 5: Given an illustrated thermometer the stu-
dent will determine the correct temperature . 
GOAL STATEMENTS #6 and f/10 IDENTIFY THE VALUE OF VARIOUS COINS 
AND ADD MONEY USING VARIOUS DENONINATIONS OF 
COINS AND BILLS. 
Grade 8 
OBJECTIVE 1 : Given any illustrated combination of coins 
and bills, the student will compute the 
amount given. 
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Grade 12 
Objective 1 : Given any combination of coins and bills 
stated in word form the student will com-
pute the amount given . 
GOAL STATEMENT #7 ADD, SUBTRACT , MULTIPLY AND DIVIDE 
DECIMAL NUMBERS. 
Grade 8 
Objective 1: Given three numbers written in a column 
each having two decimal places and four 
or fewer digits, the student will add them. 
Objective 2 : Given two numbers written in a column, 
each having two decimal places , four or 
fewer digits, and the larger number on top 
the student will subtract them. 
Objective 3: Given two numbers written in a column, 
each having a maximum of two decimal places 
and four or fewer digits , the student will 
multiply them. 
Objective 4 : Given a number having four or fewer digits, 
two decimal places, and a whole number of 
Grade 12 
no more than two digits, the student will 
divide the whole number into the decimal, 
carrying out the answer to two decimal places . 
Objective 1: Given five or fewer numbers, each having 
no more than two decimal places and five 
or fewer digits the student will add them. 
Objective 2: Given two numbers each having no more than 
two decimal places a~d five or fewer digits, 
the student will subtract the smaller num-
ber from the larger one . 
Objective 3: Given two numbers with five or fewer digits 
and no more than two decimal places , the 
student will multiply them . 
Objective 4: Given two numbers each having no more than 
two decimal places and five or fewer digits, 
the student will divide the smaller into the 
larger, carrying out the answer to two dec-
imal places. 
GOAL STATEMENT l/.8 COMPUTE AND COMPAR~ COST PER ITEM IN 
ORDER TO DETEHMINE UNIT COST OR "BES'r BUY" 
Grade 8 
Objective 1: Given the cost of five different amounts 
of the same product , the student will com-
pute the cost per unit of each amount to 
determine which costs the least . 
Grade 12 
Objective 1: Given the cost of five different sizes of 
a product , the student will compute the 
unit cost of ea ch size to determine which 
size costs the least . 
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GOAL STATEMENT f/.9 SOLVE CONSUMER TIHE-PAYMENT BUYING PROl3LEHS. 
(DO\"/N PAYMENT, INTEREST RATES, TOTAL COSTS) 
Grade 8 
Objective 1 : Given a purchase item, cash price , the amount 
of the monthly payment and the number of 
months to pay the student will compute the 
difference between the total amount paid in 
monthly payments and the cash price . 
Objective 2 : Given a purchase item, list price , amount 
of down payment , the student will compute the 
balance due . 
Objective 3: Given a purchased item, list price , annual 
interest rate , and repayment time of one year , 
the student will compute the total amount of 
repayment . -
Grade 12 
Objective 1: Given a purchase item, list price , the amount 
of each installment payment and number of 
months to pay the student will compute the 
difference between the total installment 
price and the list price . 
Objective 2 : Given a purchased item, list price , amount 
of down payment , the annual interest rate , 
and a repayment time of one year , the stu-
dent will compute the balance due . 
INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES 
LANGUAGE ARTS 
GOAL STATEMENT f/-1 CORRECTLY SPELL COMMONLY AND FREQUENTLY 
USED WORDS . 
Grade 8 
Objective 1: Given lists of words the student will 
choose the incorrectly spelled word. 
Objective 2: Given a paragraph of four or five lines 
the student will select the line with the 
incorrectly spelled word. 
Grade 12 
Objective 1 : Given lists of words the student \'fill 
choose the incorrectly spelled word. 
Objective 2 : Given a paragraph of four or five lines 
the student will select the line with the 
incorrectly spelled word. 
GOAL STATEMENT fl2 CORRECTLY FOLLOW A SET OF ORAL DIRECTIONS . 
Grade 8 
Objective 1: Given oral directions the student v,ill 
answer questions pertaining to those 
directions . 
Grade 12 
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Objective 1: Given oral directions the student will ans-
wer questions pertaining to those directions . 
GOAL STATEMENT f/.3 CORRECTLY COMPLETE A JOB APPLICATION FORM . 
Grade 8 
Objective 1: Given illustrated job application forms 
the student vlill choose the application 
that is correctly prepared. 
Grade 12 
Objective 1: Given illustrated job application forms 
the student will choose the application 
that is correctly prepared. 
Objective 2: Given a blank job application form the 
student will be able to answer questions 
pertaining to the application. 
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GOAL STATEMENT #4 IlECOGNIZE THE MEANING OF FREQUENTLY USED 
WORDS. 
Grade 8 
Objective 1: Given a commonly used word in a sentence 
and five choices of possible meanings, the 
student will choose the correct meaning 
for the word as it is used in the sentence . 
Objective 2 : Given a definition and five commonly used 
words in sentences the student will choose 
the correct word to fit the definition . 
Grade 12 
Objective 1 : Given a commonly used word in a sentence 
and five choices of possible meanings, the 
student will choose the correct meaning 
for the word as it is used in the sentence. 
Objective 2 : Given a definition and five commonly used 
words in sentences the student will choose 
the correct word to fit the definition . 
GOAL STATEMENT #5 CORRECTLY WRITE A SIMPLE SENTENCE. 
Grade 8 
Objective 1 : Given groups of words the student will 
choose the word group that is not a 
correct simple sentence 
Objective 2 : Given a paragraph the student will choose 
the word group that is not a correct sim-
ple sentence . 
Grade 12 
Objective 1: Given groups of vmrds the student will 
choose the word group that is not a 
correct simple sentence. 
Objective 2 : Given a paragraph the student will choose 
the word group that is not a correct sim-
ple sentence . 
GOAL STATEMENT f/6 CORRECTLY WRITE AND ENDORSE A CHECK. 
Grade 8 Not tested at this level . 
Grade 12 
Objective 1: Given a set of illustrated checks, the 
student will choose the one that is 
correctly written and endorsed. 
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GOAL STATEMENT #7 'WRITE A LETTER OF APPLICATION. 
Grade 8 Not tested at this level. 
Grade 12 
Objective 1 : Given four examples of letters of appl ica-
tions, the student will choose the one which 
contains the information necessary in a 
letter of application. 
GOAL STATEMENT #8 DRAW CONCLUSIONS FROM FACTUAL INFORMATION . 
Grade 8 
Objective 1 : Given a paragraph of factual information the 
student will choose the correct conclusion. 
Objective 2 : Given an article of factual information that 
might appear in a book, magazine or newspaper, 
the student will choose the correct conclusion . 
Grade 12 
Objective 1: Given a paragraph of factual information the 
student will choose the correct conclusion . 
Objective 2: Given an article of factua l information that 
might appear in a book, magazine or newspa per, 
the student will choose the correct conclusion. 
GOAL STATEMENT #9 CORRECTLY USE STANDARD ENGLISH USAGE FORMS . 
Grade 8 
Objective 1 : Given a simple sentence, the student wil l 
select the correct verb for the sentence . 
Objective 2 : Given a simple sentence, the student will 
select the correct p~onoun to take the place 
of the subject . 
Objective 3: Given a simple sentence the student will 
choose the word to properly complete the 
sentence . 
Grade 12 
Objective 1: Given sentences, the student will select 
the correct verb form to agree with the 
subject . 
Objective 2 : Given sentences, the student will select 
the correct pronoun to agree with the noun 
it replaces . 
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Objective 3: Given sentences, the student will choose 
the word to properly complete the sentences . 
GOAL STATEMENT #10 !tJ.RITE A PARAGRAPH OF AT LEAST FOUR RELATED 
SENTENCES . 
Grade 8 
Objective 1: Given five paragraphs containing four sent-
ences each, the student will choose the para-
graph in which all four sentences are re-
lated to a main topic. 
Grade 12 
Objective 1: Given five paragraphs containing at least 
four sentences each, the student will choose 
the paragraph in which all four sentences 
are related to a main topic. 
GOAL STATEMENT #1 
Grade 8 
Objective 1: 
Grade 12 
Objective 1: 
INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES 
READING 
READ AND FOLLOW WRITTEN DIRECTIONS. 
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Given a set of written directions, the stu-
dent will follow the directions . 
Given a set of written directions, the stu-
dent will follow the directions. 
GOAL STATEMENT #2 CORRECTLY INTERPRET AND FOLLOVl ILLUSTRAT:SD 
DIRECTIONS. 
Grade 8 
Objective 1: Given a set of illustrated directions, the 
student will answer specific questions 
about the directions. 
Grade 12 
Objective 1: Given a set of illustrated directions, the 
student will answer specific questions 
about the directions. 
GOAL STATEMENT #3 READ AN ARTICLE AND COMPREHEND THE CONTE[T. 
Grade 8 
Objective 1 : Given written articles the student will 
identify main idea, details, cause and 
effect, sequence, and use context clues to 
draw conclusions. 
Grade 12 
Objective 1: Given written articles the student will 
identify main idea, details, cause and 
effect, sequence, and use context clues to 
draw conclusions . 
Objective 2: Given a written article the student will 
infer authors point of view and distinguish 
fact from opinion. 
GOAL STATEMENT #4 READ AND FILL OUT FORMS REQUESTING SPECIFIC 
INFORMATION. 
Grade 8 
Objective 1 : Given an illustrated student enrollment form 
and information about a student, the student 
will identify the place for the information 
on the form. 
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Grade 12 
Objective 1: Given illustrated forms and information about 
a person, the student will identify the places 
for the information on forms for drivers 
license applications , insurance forms or 
credit applications • 
• 
GOAL STATEMENT #5 READ AND DEMONSTRATE AN UNDERSTANDING OF CON-
TRACTUAL AGREEMENTS, E.G. LEASE, LOAN, OR 
PURCHASE AGREEMENTS . 
Grade 8 
Objective 1 : Given a sample of a simple contractual agree-
ment , i . e. library card application, savings 
account agreement, newspaper route contract, 
or book club contract, the student will an-
swer questions regarding the terms agreed 
upon in the contract. 
Grade 12 
Objective 1: Given a sample contractual agreement, i.e . 
credit card form, voter registration form, 
service contract, lease warranty or time 
purchase agreement , the student will answer 
questions regarding the terms agreed upon in 
the contract . 
GOAL STATEMENT #6 READ AND UNDERSTAND A JOB DESCRIPTION. 
Grade 8 
Objective 1 : Given a job description from a newspaper the 
student will answer questions pertaining to 
the job description . 
Grade 12 
Objective 1 : Given a job description from a newspaper the 
student will answer questions pertaining to 
the job description . 
Objective 2 : Given a job description from a personnel 
office the student will answer questions 
pertaining to the job description . 
GOAL STATEMENT #7 READ AND USE RESOURCE AND REFERENCE MATERIALS 
crn-'IMONLY FOUND IN THE LIBRARY. 
Grade 8 
Objective 1: Given two to five illustrated pages of a 
student dictionary , the student ·will answer 
specific questions pertaining to the infor-
mation on those pages . 
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Objective 2: Given two to five illustrated pages of an el-
ementary encyclopedia, the student will ans-
wer specific questions pertaining to the in-
formation on those pages . 
Grade 12 
Objective 1 : Given two to five illustrated pages of a 
distionary, the student will answer specific 
questions pertaining to the information on 
those pages . 
Objective 2 : Given two to five illustrated pages of an 
encyclopedia, the student will answer spe-
cific questions pertaining to the informa-
tion on those pages . 
GOAL STATEMENT #Sa READ ROAD AND TRAFFIC SIGNS . 
Grade S 
Objective 1: Given a basic traffic sign or signal, the 
student will identify the meaning of the 
sign or signal . 
Grade 12 
Objective 1 : Given the meaning of a traffic sign or sig-
nal , the student will identify the correct 
sign or signal . 
Objective 2 : Given the color of a traffic sign or signal, 
the student will identify the meaning of the 
sign or signal . 
Objective 3: Given a traffic sign or signal , the student 
will answer questions specific to that sign 
or signal . 
Objective 4: Given a traffic sign or signal, the student 
will identify the meaning of the sign or 
signal . 
GOAL STATEMENT //Sb READ AND BE ABLE TO TELL THE TTI-m OF DAY. 
Grade S 
Objective 1 : Given an illustration of a standard clock, 
the student will identify the correct time 
shown . 
Objective 2 : Given a time , the student will choose the 
illustrated clock that shows that time . 
Grade 12 Not tested at this level . 
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GOAL STATEMENT //10 READ AUD UNDERSTAND PROCEDURE FOR REGIS-
Grade 8 
Grade 12 
TERING TO VOTE AND VOTING. 
Not tested at this level. 
Objective 1: Given specific information, the student will 
choose the correctly marked sample ballot . 
1. 
2 . 
3. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
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9 . 
10 . 
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Leadership February 1979 p . 327- 330 . 
"Minimal Educational Standards : A Systemic Perspective" by 
Thomas F. Green . Syracuse University . 
"The Legal Implications of Statewide Pupil Performance Stand-
ards" by Paul L. Tranctenberg . Rute;ers University 
School of Law, Newark , New Jersey. 
"A Critique of MCT " by Arthur E. Wise . A paper prepared for 
the Educational Adequacy Progr am , Basic Skills Group , 
NIE . Sept . 1977. 
"Testing and It's Legal Limits .:.. the Florida Decision ," -
by Donald Marion Lewis, Today<'-s Education, Nov/Dec, 
1979 pages 25- 28 . 
"Illinois : Today and Tomorrow: A State- wide Study , " R. J . 
Burdge (Project Director) Institute for Environmental 
Studies , University of Illinois, Urbana- Champaign , 
rt.ay 24 , 1978 . 
"Minimal Competency Testing - A Report for Four Regional Con-
ferences ." CEMHEL, St. Louis, Missouri , January 1978 . 
McClung , Merle, Presentation to National Assessment of Educa-
tional Progress La rge Scale Measurement Conference ; 
Denver, Colorado, June , 1979 . 
Pipho , Chris , "Update VIII: Minimum Competency Testing ," 
Education Commission of the States, Denver , Colorado , 
July , 1979 
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"Preparing Instructional Objectives," by Robert F . Mager. 
Palo Alto, California. Pearon Publishers INc. 1962. 
"Competency Based Education: A Bandwagon in Search of a 
Definition," by William G. Spady. National Institute 
of Education. Jan . 1979 pages 9-14. 
~inimal Competency Testing in 1978: A look at State Standards: 
Special edition issue by C. Pipho, Phi Delta Kappan 59: 
585-625 May 78. 
"Teacher - Made Objective - Referenced Tests at the Secondary 
Level" presented by David E. Bartz • J',~ichigan Educational 
Research Assc. Annual Conference - D~troit, ~ichigan 
Mar. 15-17, 1978. 
APPENDIX A 
CGrJIMUNICATIONS - REPORTS - MEMOS 
I 
' 1 
Date ; 
Subj ; 
4/4/79 
Report from Mr . Huber & Mr. Vilk - Minimal Competency 
Testing (MCT) session in Peoria March 26 & 27 , 1979 . 
Monday, March 26 & Tuesday , March 27 we at tended a r.~cT 
session in Peoria, Illinois . An enclosed 7 page handout dated 
JanuaFy 11, 1979 gives an excellent overview of Peoria 1 s pro-
gram. We 1t1oula like to share our 2 days with you . 
Mr . Harry Whitaker, Supt . Peoria Dist. #150, kicked the 
meeting off Monday at 9: 30 A. M. Why do we need to do something , 
he said? Test scores are down 1 Standard deviation from past 
years - we 're keeping more kids in school - true . Maybe test 
scores are dovm because 1) divorce rate up 2) more women in 
work force, 3) TV 4) drugs. 
We need to get back to basics, more emphasis on reading 
and cut out overuse of ditto machines . Get back to the black-
boards - allow for student to organize - get away from just 
filling in the blanks . 
The Peoria Program - Presented by Dr . Ed Griffith - Director , 
REsearch , Testing , Evaluation and Computer Services. 
The Peoria program has evolved from 3- 4- 5 years of con-
tinuous work . They talked to people on the streets , sent some 
2600 questionnaires out, and involved all 1200 staff members. 
Staff with Administrators re- wrote - re- worded items into test-
ing objectives (criteria based not norm based) 
The initial ·group piloted on the MCT was in Dec ., 1977. 
(This years seniors . ) Some i terns had to be thrown out. If r.-:cT 
had been initiated at this time it would have located failure 
not recognized program . 
(Denver adopted MCT in January of 1 year and made it effective 
June - same year . BAD idea. ) 
The Junior class of this year will be the first group 
mandated to pass MCT . They had their first crack at the test 
in December, 1978. They do not repeat any part they pass . 
They have five opportunities to pass each of the 3 exams . 
Summer school as well as refresher courses are planned 
and set up for student needing the extra work to pass the MCT. 
(5 times to pass - 3 times to catch up) . Grade 8 to 9 - same -
begin in grade 7 . Passing score 70;o . 
The afternoon of the first day was spent listening to 
the curriculum directors in l)the elementary schools , 2) the 
secondary schools . The first could have been omitted and not 
missed, but the second was excellent . In fact , we had only 
one session in the 2 days that wasn ' t great. 
By having to leave early the first day, we mi ssed the 
session which allowed each conference participant to take the 
Peoria MCT. This would have been interesting . 
Our second day started at 8:15 with a test objective 
writing session. The objectives we worked with were determined 
by the questionnaire (similar to community survey used in 
Peoria) we had filled out the first day. 
Efter identifying the objectives and being informed 
somewhat by our group leaders (6 or 8 in a group) of some 
hints on writing test items , we began doing just that - writ-
ing test items for a prospective MCT . 
The afternoon and final session of the second day and 
conference was a question answer period . It was obvious to both 
of us that Peoria had not merely become involved in NCT but had 
instead become committed. 
Some other pertinent facts from the conference : 
38 states have mandated a MCT type test 
200 districts across the country have initiated 
MCT on own . 
3) Districts have supposedly less than 12 months to 
voluntarily do something . 
4) 
5) 
MCT should be a l ocal function not a state function . 
Test items need not be norm based - Peoria says they 
should be criterion based. 
This report merely scratches the surface . This was an 
excellent conference - save one session. We have a packet of 
excellent information for your scrutiny. We would be most 
happy to discuss this and answer any questions you might have 
( if we can) . 
I also added 3 pages - pro & con - MCT . 
2 
Minutes of 5/16/79 MCT meeting 
Initial meeting for MCT - present were Paden, Sabalaskey, Winkler, 
Vilk, Hughes, Daniel and Huber. 
3 
It was decided to have Jim DeYoung for initial workshop in the fall -
talk about MCT. Present Central Committee to include Huber, Chairman, 
Daniel, Hughes and Paden. It was decided that every Principal should not 
have to be involved directly in all meetings. 
The In-Service committee will schedule a meeting for next year with 
some emphasis on this need. General concern was that we just as well 
begin developing our own by ourselves - not in conjunction with other 
districts. 
All present received a tentative outline and review handout given 
to school board 4/26/79. 
LARRY HUBER, Prin. 
Junior High School 
To : 
l"ro!n: 
Date: 
\.lCUCT c,,r..,.  .l~te e 
Larry Huber - l? rin. Jr. High 
S/ 9 /79 
4 
Pr~s<:nt f•:,r ttw A•tgunt 7 meet ing ve re Hickman, Pad~m, Hughes , Daniel, 
Wlnklt.~r . Sahale:;kL'' , and Hub~r. Vil k l, Watson were absen t due to inter-
vit..""ing a protqwct i.ve teacher. 
An initi::1 Rur,11:.y i n:.c.tru~ent •,1ill cc ad:uinietered -co all staff ~C!tt.bert1 on 
Aug..ist 20. Input frco this survey will constitute t he items to be pr.ioritized 
by t he Rtaff - thfo v111 be innt?ur-~cnt 02. The t op pr1ority it~r:~c; - nt!~!.>er 
to be dect<led l;.,ter - will then constitute the specific objectives used by 
teachers to write t es t questions. 
The personnel present at :hiR meeting plus Vilk and Watson constitute the 
WCUCT corn:-nittee. A smaller. committee may well be meet i ng from tine t o tiwe 
to report bac~ to t he full committee. This s m:iller com:nittee of 3 will be 
llughes, Daniel and Kuber. 
This smaller co:cmittee along with 2 or 3 Jr. High School teachers &nd 4 or 5 
High Schoolteacher.s will constitute the test writing committee. 
SUllllllarizing - a& of August 7 -
Step l - Administer survey instrument l to all teachers - Aug. 20. 
Step 2 - Collec t data fcOt'l survey instrument 1 and re-administ~r to all 
staff met:lber s for prioritizing. Also, develop basic philosophy 
and an expanded ti.me table . 
Step 3 - Take r esults fro~ Step 2 - specific objectivea - and begin ~o~k 
with test vriting committee. 
August 30 , 19 79 
Dr. Edwin Gdff.:1.th, Di.rcctc.c 
ll~search, Tee ti~~: , Evul•rn t.icm ft Computer Services 
l'co:ria Public S,:i1-.,ol Dist.:ict 
Peoria, Illinois 61GC1 
Dear Dr. Griffith : 
After participat:!.n.£ ir. your Mini.J::i.al Ccnf . Exam c.:mfercnce last Harch, 
Westville Di.strict Sup4=rim:en<lcut appointed me to chair our Comp. Exam 
Commit t ee. I very ruch e!ljoyed the tvo daya in P,~oria and can say 
never before have I spent two <lays a t a conference and learned so much. 
In irestville, we have now ndnin·~ster ed the recruest for skil l s t a t < r~ri t s 
frou. our teacher~. Secondly, we will ank for pd·:>=:!.tizir~G ,:if ~-K·:.:i.~.:·. 
Eventual ly we will begin writing tes t ques t ion!l. 
Our s econd cay of the Peoria conference began with us being taught the 
do ' s and don ' ts of t es t wr iting. 
Final ly arrivin~ at ~y purpose for thin letter is to seek consultant 
help - probably pretest writing and maybe miduay through - for my 
comnitt ce . 
Pl ease advi6e me if you have personnel t hat do this end a l so the fees 
involved . 
Westville i s ap;,roxi,~ately 125 miles f L'om Peor ia on Interstat e 74 -
five mil es south of Danville on Rt. 1. 
Wes t ville, 
U::rk 
5 
To : 
From: 
Date : 
V/CUCT Committee 
Larry Huber 
917179 
The sub- committee of Hughes , Daniel and Huber met 
9/6/79. At this time we were able to complete Step 2 as 
outlined on your memo dated 8/9/79 . We hope to have this 
instrument ready very soon. 
6 
I should also report that I have contacted the Peoria 
school system for possible consultant help . To date I have 
not yet received a reply back to my letter. 
Should you have questions or concerns, please contact 
me directly. 
LARRY HUBER , Principal 
Westville Jr. High School 
To: 
From: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Comm. Unit Dist. #2 School Board 
Larry Huber - Prin. Jr. High School 
Competency testing 
9/25/79 
Competency testing in Westville began as a conversation item last 
spring after Mr. Vilk and I attended the Peoria conference. In a report to 
the board dated 4/4/79, I gave a brief overview of the Peoria conference, 
some material we received at the conference, and initial working outline for 
Westville. 
After being appointed by Hr . Paden to chair this committee, we had 
our first formal meeting 5/16/79. This meeting was attended by Paden, Winkler, 
Sabalaskey, Vilk, Hughes, Daniel and myself. Minutes of the meeting (~) is 
included in this report. 
As reported to the board at the 9/19 meeting, we administered our 
first inventory tool August 20th. This asked each teacher to submit skill 
statements. 
The sub committee of Hughes, Daniel and Huber then met 9/7/79. 
Minutes of this meeting are also included in this report. 
Included in this report you will find minutes of the 8/9/79 meeting 
(WCUCT committee) and the 9/7/79 meeting (WCUCT sub committee). Also included 
you will find the initial questionnaire survey (skill statements) as well as 
7 
the survey instrument which asked personnel and parents to rank the skill 
statements. As reported to the board 9/19 the community involvement (parents of 
students in school) was done to solicit equal involvement of staff and 
community. This instrument #2 was sent out the week of September 11th. 
As our survey instrument lli is returned, the sub committee will again 
meet to prioritize or rank statements as submitted by teachers and parents. 
This ranking procedure should then give us what our personnel and parents see 
as our goals and objectives. These goals and objectives should then serve as 
P-2 - Competency testing 
a beginning point for our test item writing committee. 
I have consulted with Dr. Edwin Griffith (copy of letter enclosed) 
and am preparing to use him as a consultant. Dr. Griffith would probably have 
' to be termed the head of the Peoria program. 
A time table is being developed and can hopefully become more 
finalized as we compile and tabulate instrument #2 . 
Looking at budgetary needs, I can see a need for 7 or 8 teachers to 
serve on the test writing committee. With the lack of good and numbers of 
subs, I think this committee must function outside of the regular school day 
and would therefore be paid a stipend. A consultant fee - hopefully Dr. 
Griffith - would also be an essential need for this committee. 
One possible source of funding for this program is ICEI funds. 
Consultant fees may range from $1000 - $1200 
Stipends to test writing committee - $100 - $125 each teacher 
(x 7 = $700 - $875) 
Miscellaneous - consumables - $100 - $200 
8 
Professional meeting, attendance for conunittee or sub cornnittee 
(if needed) - $200 
Range - $2000 - $2475 
~~ 
LARRY HUBER, Principal 
Westville Junior High School 
9 
Westville High School 
I 
I fu. 217-267-2183 
<!ommunitp ~nit fecbool t.9istrict 2 
Ulestbillt, 3JIHnois 61883 
Jr. High School 
Ph. 217-21i7-218:> 
Judith Giacoma School 
i 217-267-2154 
Vea1t PaJten.t: 
\-VILSON DAY, Stll'ERINTE!\l>E:-;T 
Phone 217-267-7996 
SeptembeJt 26, 7979 
Mel\[ illan School 
Ph. 2 l 7-2(i 7- '.ll 82 
The week o O SeptembeJt 11, 19 79 we. mai.i..e.d ne.a!l.1..tJ 100 qu.u:tlonnabtu to 
pa1te.ri.t.6 06 Wu.tville. Commu.ru.ty Un.-U .6tude.n.:u. Tf"U..-6 WM done. on a. pelt 
.6cliool e.rv'to.U.me.n.t bM,U ~ 38 going to pa1ten.:u 06 Judith Gia.c.oma. 
~,.tu.de.nu; 30 .to pCVte.n.:tb 06 High ScJwol .6.tude.n.:u; 15 to pa1te.n.t.6 06 JunioJt 
High 1>tude.n.t.6 a.nd 1 3 .to palte.n.:tb o 6 Mc.lM.U.a.n -0.tude.n.:u • 
1 have. c.a.Ue.d -0ome. pa1te.n.:u a.nd -0ome. paJte.n.t.6 ha.ve. c.a.Ue.d me. -0.lnc.e. .thu., 
quu:tlonnabte. WM mai.i..e.d. Eve.n i6 IJOU!C. c.hild ,U in Ju.cLUh Gia.c.oma. OIL 
McJ.Ul..ta.n .6c.hool we. .6.til..l wa.n.t IJOU!C. input. Some. day in .the. ne.aJt 6utuJc.e. 
youJc. cJ'lil.d will be. a. Junio1t High Sc.hoot 01t High Sc.hool 1.>.tude.n.t. Fo1t 
.thil.> lte.Mon we. C.Olt6ide1t IJOU!C. input e.1.>1.>e.n:tla.l. The. ltUul.:u will be. U.6e.d 
601t both Juniolt High Sc.hool a.nd High School .tu.ting. 
P le.Me. ha. ve. yo uJc. c.hild lte.tuJc.n .the. q uu:tlo n.nabte. .to hu., I heJt .te.a.c.h eJt OIL 
.the. Plvi..nupa.l '.6 o66ic.e. o 6 .the. 1.> c.hool whe1te. youJc. c.hild a.t.te.nd.!>. 
Should you 1.>:tlli ha.ve quu.:ti.on.6, ple.ct-0e. c.a.U me. a.t 267-2185 . 
~Lt£~~ 
We.1.>tville. Juniolt High School 
LH: Jt.k. 
P.S. 16 you ha.ve. a.l!te.a.dy .twute.d in youJc. qu.u.:ti.onnabte., ple.ct-0e. fu1te.ga1td 
~ le.t.te!t. 
"Home of First Nigl1t Iligl1 Sclwol Fovtl)(ll[ Came, 1928'' 
To: 
From: 
Date: 
WCUCT Committee 
Larry Huber 
10/10/79 
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Since our last meeting we have been able to use data provided by teachers 
and parents to compile a rank order of skill statements. Since this initial 
preparation (prepared for the October 2nd board meeting) more questionnaires 
have been turned in. The final rank order will be tabulated prior to the 10/23 
meeting . 
With assistance from committee members and consulting with committee 
members, we have been able to select a test writing committee. They are listed 
here for your information •••• Jeri Mayfield, Dorothy Virostek, Joan Foyer, Chris 
Franklin, Claire Thompson, Barb Sneyd and CAthy Bolser . Of course, the sub-
committee becomes automatic members of this committee also . 
October 23 we are scheduling a day time session for this test writing 
committee. The day will begin with our consultant, Dr . Edwin Griffith, getting 
us going on test writing. We will conclude the day - about 2:00 or 2:15 -
with an early dismissal for all teachers to hear a presentation by Dr. Griffith. 
This committee then will continue to function primarily outside of school 
hours as we work towards the goal of developing a competency test for Westville 
District . We will, of course, want this committee to share information from time 
to time with their colleagues. Likewise, we will want input from all Westville 
district teachers. 
REVISED BUDGET 
Consultant fees----------------------$ 1000.00 
Stipends to testwriting committee---- 1125.00 
($125 ea x 9) 
Miscellaneous consumables------------ 150.00 
Professional meeting attendance for 
any of 3 committee's----------------- 200.00 
Extra secretarial help--------------- 75.00 
$ 2550.00 
~ilk 
/() /10/77 
1 1 
To: 
From: 
Date: 
WCUCT Writing Committee 
Larry Huber - Prin. Jr. High School 
10/ 12/79 
12 
After speaking to each one of you either in person or on the telephone, 
I am extremely pleased to have you "in the fold" to serve on our test writing 
committee. A stipend of $125 has been approved for members of this committee. 
October 23rd has been scheduled as a full day session for us to begin 
the task of writing. The day will begin with our consultant, Dr. Edwin Griffith, 
getting us going on test writing. We will conclude the day - about 2:00 or 
2: 15 P.M. - with an early dismissal for all teachers to hear a presentation by 
Dr. Griffith. 
I will be providing statistical information to each of you as the need 
arises. 
This committee will continue to function primarily outside of school 
hours as we work towards the goal of developing a competency test for Westville 
District. We will, of course, want this committee to share information from 
time to time with their colleagues. Likewise, we will want input from all 
Westville district teachers. 
Finally, be thinking about the best time for you to meet with the 
committee - day of week, time of day or evening, etc. This wi ~.1 be one of 
our first items of business. 
Members of this committee are: Jeri Mayfield, Joan Foyer, Dorothy 
Virostek, Cathy Bolser, Barb Sneyd, Chris Franklin, Claire Thompson, Kent Hughes, 
and Dennis Daniel. 
cc: WCUCT Conunittee 
··- -,--- - - . 
• ••• --· • J ··---· 
FROM: ICEI Office, Dan Mash, Project Director 13 
SUBJECT: II. ICEI .FIR?T RESPONSE ·1 j 
What will ICEI do to assist in fulfilling the stated need? 
November 13, 1979 
In follow-up to your Ic"EI req·uest received on · November 6, 1979 which 
stated your need for assistance in developing a district competency ·testing 
program, we have encl9sed the ICEI working agreement form with the consultant 
contract attachment. We cannot make a final decision to obligate :our monies not 
to exceed $1500 to your project until these forms are completed and returned to 
· · .us by November 19, 1979 so ~hat we have the specifics concerning your request. 
Pleas~ note carefully that you are not permitted to obligate money . 
until you receive our final approval. 
esm 
Enclosures · 
cc: James Ellis 
Robert Hickman 
Carol Spencer 
SUBJECT: ICEI SECOND RESPONSE 
November 26, ·1979 
After reviewing. your war.king agreement with attachments, your ICEI 
request as stated above has been approved in the amount of $1500. Encl ose_d 
is your copy of the agreement with all required signatures. 
Monies will be given to your district on a reimbursement basis as 
. proof of payments consisting of any one or combination of (1) paid invoices, 
(2) paid vouchers, (3} copies of checks, are received by ICEI. Proof of payments 
should be submitted at one time. At this same time the enclosed ICEI evaluation 
form must be completed and returned to us before·you _can be paid • 
esm 
. Enclosure 
cc: James Ell{s 
Robert Hickman 
Carol Spencer 
. ·· :~ ·· ·. 
. . ' 
<fjtJJ~ . . 
12/78 
east central region 
i~~~®~@ m~m1r~oo g®u' 
~OO©fil 1J~®mill~ ~lrulPITJ®W~~~G!J1J 
240 south franklin street 
decatur. illinois 62523 
\ OHE .211 • 423•3280 Ton r~u lONG DISTANCt I-BOO • 252- 1597 
A Tltle IV C Project 
. . . . . . . . 'n'P'f"PTV PD 
Adrnlnistrattve Agent • Howard E. Brown • Macon County Regional Superintendefll""b~t,oor'~ 
•,· ·· · .. : .. ,.. 
•' . . : . 
' • I • "• \ 
. . :; :·~. •' ~-· l .. :~/ .. 
. I . : ,. REQUEST FOR. ICEI ASSISTANCE 
·. NOV 6 1979 
ICEI 1 .. • : • · . . ' ')Ji .. • ' 
.... . · . -~ 
Date Novg;u::er 2, 1979 
Educational Service Region of Vermilion Co unty W<!,:;t-.r, tie ----~----_.;:.-----------
.Di strict 2 
------------------------------
Contact Person: Name Iarry P.ucer Principal 
_,.,1,=1e=s=tv~i...,..1..,..1e=-J.,.,uru~!--,· o=r:--TPT-!.i~g""11=----------(....,P=-o-s...,i,_t_,i-o-n ....... ) 
Address 412 Moses 
Festvi11e , T1 . 61883 
Phone 217- 267-2185 
-------------------
1. State your need. (Please try not to exceed the space provided . ) 
· Consul:tant as~istance in developing district a::rnpetency t esting prO:Jram • 
2 . 
·. : . . : '.•, · 
~ ... ...  ..
.. . 
.. ' 
• 1" -
.· .. , . .,.. 
. How was the ·need ·i~entified.? (Try not to exceed space provided . ) 
.. ~. expressed con~ arrong district' educator, parent~ and.public regarding 
·the question of wh:!ti'l.er or not certain basic skills ·were l:eing mastered 
by our sb.ldents , district personnel ' s attendance at various ~-orkshJps, 
and State suggested mandate. 
3. What wi ll you need i n the way of a program or consultant? . 
Consultant - -
staff, citizen and pupil involvanent 
See attached budget 
If a program or consultant has been identified, pl ease i ndicate date(s) 
program is schedul ed to take pl ace and the approximate tota l cost, 
specifying what share of that cost you are requesting from ICEI . 
Dr .. E. H. Griffith is being considere::1 as a consultant'. 
Progect will l::egin Deca'nh=>.r 1 , 1979 and 1:e c:rr;,pleted by ~!ay 15, 1S80. 
If you do not have a program or consul tant identified , the Program 
Service Team or ICEI ·is ava il able to assist you with this process . 1/79 
cast central region 
![~~~®~IB @~mTI~~ g®O' 
~OOOO©ffi 1Y~®mffi~ ~~[P[IB®W~~~m1Y 
240 south franklin street 
decatur. illinois 62523 
" l11toN[ 21', •423-3280 Toll fRI( LOND DISTANCI 1-BDO • 252-1597 
A Title IV C Project 
AdxninlstraUve Agent • Howard E. Brown • Macon County Regional Superintendent of Schools 
1. 
2. 
·. 
' ' 
II. A. WORKING AGREEMENT 
Educational Service Region Vermilion 
District -2 {Westville ) 
Contact Person Larry Huber 
vlestvil l e Junior High 
Address 412 '.·!oses 
·westville , IL 61883 
Phone Number 217+267+2185 
(a) Number of public and nonpublic students participating 
and their ~rade level(s) 
1 ,575* K - 12 LOng F'.ilnge 
RECEIF.ED 
NOV 2 O 1979 
and/or affected 
Public IT"\I:l.cd.iate 455 Grade Level 7,8,11,12 
.~ 
Nonpublic !11 Grade Level 7 & n 
*Rasec on current enrollment 
(b) Number of teachers/administrators participating and/or affected 
Public 98 Nonpublic · 8 
: . ... ' '\ ' . ' 
(c) Number 9f attendance centers involved 
Long Pange 4 
Public Im.'ne<li'a te 2 Nonpublic 1 
3. Indicate the time lines of thfs activity. (Date(s) of the activity, 
dates(s) for follow-up, etcJ 
Test writing committee will begin work on Dec . 4, 1979. They will meet 
wee'!cly until tests are completed. The tests will bo at!J';\in:tsterca to a 
random saPpling of the stu<lent po~ulation as soon as they are available. 
Tests will be evaluate1 by com.~ittee ano the consultnnt nnd reworked as 
necessary. 
4. If a consultant(s) is used, thoroughly complete the enclosed consultant 
contract(s). It should include the consultant's signature and commitment 
to inservice training, follow-up consultation, and evaluation . 
• 
Working Agreement 16 Page 2 · 
5. 
. ' 
• • I • ~ ~ 
List and itemize below the costs necessary for this project. This 
should include a breakdown of the monies (if any) that will be spent 
by the district and/or educational service region and the monies that 
you are requesting from ICEI for this project. 
Monies will be given to the district or educational service region on a 
reimbursement basis as proof of payment(s) consisting of any one or a 
combination of (l) paid invoices, (2) paid vouchers, (3) copies of 
checks, are received by ICEI. Time will be saved if proof of payment(s) 
are submitted at one time. The evaluation form must also be submitted 
at the same time as the proof of payment(s). 
··----,. 
TOTAL · DIS'l'P.ICT Tm:QUESTED , 
BUDGET FUNDI;-:G 
Consultant Fee $1,000 
FP.OM 
ICEI· 
s1,oqo 
Substitute pay and/or· stipend f or. :· · 
test writing committee members 
Professional meeting attendance · 
for any of 3 committees 
Cons umable supplies · 
Addition~l secreteria l help 
,/' : .. 
6. Signatures: . 
'TOTALS 
$1,125 $825 
$ 200 -
. ·s·. ·1so 
$ 75 
$180 
$ 75 
· $2-, 550 $1,050 
$ 300 
s. ioo 
$1,500 ./. CJ 
{a) Reg ion a 1 Supe ri ntenden t. __ ~,..s.:..::..~....::;..--'-~-:.....::::= -.,,.;..,,.:;__.;..,-___ ......,___ 
{b) School · District Superinte 
( c) . ·ICE I Admi n is t rat i ve Agent:...___~"--l-.4',.L:.'-Jt.+.J~~~__µ;.~~...,..c,.~~:.::z.:::l~·~~ 
{ d) I CE I Project Di rector ___ ~"""~,..G..:::::::.:_-=---=---"-=:::::-L...=.....J-____ _ 
All s1gnatures above verify the participation of all parties in the East 
Central ICEI Joint Application and to their responsibility to the specifics 
detailed in this particular agreement. · · 
Please note that this agreement is not official and binding until the ICEI 
Project Director- signs it and returns a copy of it to you. ·A copy of this 
agreement.after being signed by the ICEI Project Director, will be returned 
to each of the above signers. 
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sL con trnl l.'eglon 
11m®u~ ®~m1rmoo g®[f 
1 OO®u~ 1Y~®~lfil~ ~[~rPm®W~P.~~~1r 
-------------------
0 sout.h franklin Htrcoi 
dc,cn.tui-, illinol~ 62523 
N[ 111•423·3280 Touhlll0HG01S7Al•tl l·000•2S2·l!i97 
A 'l'itlo IV C ProJcct 
• RECEI\tED 
J\clrn lnist'l·otlvo Agent • l-Iowo.rd E. Bro,vn • l'v1ncon County Hegion,-:i.l SupocJntendent or S choole 
NOV 2 0 1979 
CONSULTANT CONTRACT FORM 
Date Nov. 20, 1979 
------------
l. Consultant 
; Dr. E. H. Griffith Director of Research 
{Name)-.-.~~-~---~-~~-(Position) 
Peoria Public Schools Address 
------------ ~--------------------
__ P_e_o_r_i_a_,_r_L_' ________ :Phone· 309+6 72+6 754 
.Affiliation _P_e_o_r_1._· a_P_u_b_l_i_c_s_c~t;i_o_o_l_s _________________ _ 
Community Unit School District# 2 2. District of ESR Name 
'(\·1hichever applies) 
---------------------------
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Amount of time contract covers December ·1, 1979 through May 15, 1980 
Method and amount of payment Payment made upon receipt of stateJnent 
from consultant. Up to $1,000 dependrrrg-otJon-our-ne-etl's- and the 9etbat--
agreement between the consultant and committee chairman. 
Objectives : 
1. Tp provide initial and continuning assistance in developing instructional 
objectives. 
2. To provide consultant services in informing district teachers of the 
techniques of writing and utilizing a competency testing program. 
3. To provide consultant services and direction to the competency testing 
committee. 
4. To assist in the evaluation of the test instrument that we develop. 
' . 
S·ignatures: 
(il) Consultant 
(b) District or Re9ional SupEj)i~en~t _ 
( \·1h i ch ever applies)_~ .... ·'-+-+-...::.:...~ 
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To: 
From: 
Date: 
WCUCT Conunittee's 
Larry Huber, Prin. Jr. High School 
11/30/79 
I am very pleased to report that as I prepare this memo, the 
instructional objective - test writing committee is progressing very 
well. · To date we think we have a very good handle on instructional 
objectives for math and probably the same for language arts. 
This committee has been meeting every Tuesday since our inservice 
work day October 23rd. We still have 3 weeks to meet before Christmas 
vacation. We hope to finish the instructional objectives in reading before 
Christmas. 
We are tentatively planning a work day to begin early afternoon 
January 2nd to begin writing test questions from the instructional 
objectives. Then sometime, hopefully the week of January 7-11 we will 
schedule a second all day work session with our consultant Dr. Griffith. 
(I have tentatively set a date of Thursday, January 10th for this. 
Principal's, be arranging for your subs.) This session, we hope, will 
serve to scrutinize our instructional objectives and test questions as well 
as continue the task of writing test questions. 
If this type of time table can be adhered to, I can see a good product 
to begin field testing by late January or early February. 
Any and all administrators are encouraged and invited to attend any 
of these sessions. We have been meeting at the Jr. High School building 
in the lounge - Special Education adjoining rooms. 
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APPENDIX B 
SURVEYS - QUESTIONNAIRES 
August 9, 1979 
Dear Staff: 
One of the major factors involved in the development of a 
CUSD #2 Competency Exam is to involve the staff members in 
the identification of the major skill areas to be tested 
by the examinations . In order to accomplish this task, it 
is necessary for you to complete the attached questionnaire . 
Complete the questionnaire by providing one to five state-
ments which identify minimal basic skills needed by the 
grade school graduate in order to successfully function in 
today's society. Each statement should be clear, concise, 
distinct , and be as objective as possible in content . 
Write the one to five skill statements that you feel are the 
most important. Limit yourself to not more than five state-
ments even though you may feel many more skills are import-
. ant . The skill areas of concern to the committee are L. A., 
Reading , and t-fath. You may, however want to include life 
and/or consumer skills as they apply to these 3 areas. 
You will be asked to complete a second questionnaire at a 
later date . Questionnaire number tv-10 will ask that you 
rank-order the skill statements that have been suggested by 
you and the other teachers . 
WCUCT COMMITTEE 
1 
UESTIONNAIRE 1 
Grades ?- r 
In order to better acquaint you with the process,examples of 
statements describing specific skill areas needed by the grade 
school graduate , obtained from another study , are listed below. 
1. Balance a checkbook 
Correctly write a paragr aph 
You ., may or may not desire to write your statements in a 
simil ar style as those above . In any case, please ~Tite the 
statements describing skill areas that you feel are most im-
portant by completing the following statement . 
In order to successfully function in today ' s society, 
the grade school graduate must possess the fo l lmving minimal 
skills: 
STATEMENT #1 . 
--------------------------
STATEMENT #2·---------------------
STATEMENT #3•---------------------
STATEMENT #4. 
STATEMENT #5 ·----------------------
2 
August 9, 1979 
Dear Staff : 
One of the major factors involved in the development of a 
CUSD #2 Competency Exam is to involve the staff members in 
the identification of the major skill areas to be tested 
by the examinations . In order to accomplish this task, it 
is necessary for you to complete the attached questionnaire. 
Complete the questionnaire by providing one to five state-
ments which identify minimal basic skills needed by the 
high school graduate in order to successfully function in 
today's society. Each statement should be clear, concise , 
distinct , and be as objective as possible in content. 
Write one to five skill statements that you feel are the 
most important . Limit yourself to not more than five state-
ments even though you may feel many more skills are import-
and . The skill areas of concern to the committee are L.A., 
Reading , and Math . You may, however v..rant to include life 
and/or consumer skills as they apply to these 3 areas . 
You will be asked to complete a second questionnaire at a 
later date. Questionnaire number two will ask that you 
rank-order the skill statements that have been suggested by 
you and the other teachers. 
\·/CUCT COMMITTEE 
3 
QUESTIONNAIRE 1 
Grades 11- 12 
I n order to better acquaint you with the process, examples of 
statements describing specific skill areas needed by the hieh 
school graduate , obtained from another study , ar e listed below. 
1 . Balance a checkbook 
2. Correctl y write a paragraph 
You may or may not desire to write your statements in a 
similar style as those above . In any case, pl ease write the 
statements des cribing skil l areas that you feel a re most im-
portant by completing the following statement . 
In order to successfully f unction in today ' s s 9c;ety 2 
the high schoo l graduate must possess the f o l l o~i n~ min1~3J 
skills: 
STATEMENT #1·---------------------
STATEl'liENT #2·-----------------------
STATEMENT #3 . 
--------------------------
STATEMENT #4·------------------------
STATEJ<.mNT #5 ·---------------------
l+ 
5 
'io\: r ,: .. ,-op~r.ation witn this 3urvc.y i'3 gn,;1tl:,• rt:•·--r.-:ciat ·· :.l . 
Should you hava any qucsti.ont., please crmtact La:- ry Hu!n• r at 
267-2135 . 
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MINIMAL COMPETENCY EXAM SURVEYS 
MATH, LANGUAGE ARTS, AND READ ING 
ee separate survey forms are attached that contain statements 
cribing competencies to be mastered by the high school graduate. 
statements are not intended to be instructional objectives, but 
her general statements that describe overt activities that can 
demonstrated by the student . 
. r task is to select the ten statements that describe activities 
· each academic area , math , language arts, and reading that are 
t important to be attained by the high school graduate . 
:n you have completed the task you will have selected and ranked 
t statements for math, ten for language arts, and ten for reading . 
DI RECTIONS FOR COMPLETI NG THE HI GH SCHOOL COMPETENCY SURVEY 
Read each statement carefully. 
Add any statements on the back of each sheet that you feel are needed. 
Select from the total list of statements including any you have 
added, the ten statements you feel are most important to be 
accomplished by all high school graduates. 
Rank the ten statements you have selected from one (1) to ten 
(10): one (1) being the most important, (2) being the next most 
important, etc. through ten (10), the tenth most important 
competency. 
Repeat this same procedure, steps one through four above, for 
each of the survey forms. 
QUESTIONNAIRE I 
LANGUAGE ARTS 
___ Correctly write a simple sentence. 
---
Correctly follow a set of oral directions. 
___ Correctly spell commonly and frequently used words. 
___ Recognize the meaning of frequently used words. 
---
Correctly complete a job application form. 
___ Correctly use standard English usage forms. 
7 
---
Listen to and interpret oral news reports, e.g. TV and radio. 
---
Correctly write and endorse a check. 
___ Write a sentence with a subject and predicate. 
---
Write a paragraph of at least four related sentences. 
---
Write a letter of application. 
Correctly address an envelope. 
Draw conclusions from factual information. 
---
Identify a complete thought in a statement. 
---
Differentiate between a sentence and a fragment. 
---
Correctly punctuate a paragraph. 
~~~- Proof-read a paragraph and make corrections. 
Identify parts of a sentence. 
___ Recognize clearly expressed ideas. 
___ Correctly write a personal letter. 
---
Correctly develop and write a resume. 
___ Correctly write a business letter. 
___ Prepare a short speech. 
~--- Write a thank-you note. 
---
Identify the topic sentence in a paragraph. 
QUESTIOmlAiru: It 
READING 
___ Read and follow written directions. 
___ Correctly inter pret and follow illustrated directions . 
___ Read and fill out forms requesting specific information. 
___ Read an article and comprehend the content. 
___ Distinguish fact from opinion in an article , 
___ Read safety directions. 
___ Read road and traffic signs. 
___ Read all parts of newspapers and magazines. 
Read and understand a job description. 
___ Read road maps and identify symbols . 
8 
___ Read and understand procedure for registering to vote and voting. 
___ Read and understand the directions for the use of commercial products. 
___ Read and demonstrate knowledge of "Rules of the Road" . 
___ Read and use a telephone book. 
___ Read and demonstrate an understanding of an itemized bill . 
___ Read and use resource and reference materials commonly found in the library. 
___ Read an article for details. 
___ Read a short story and identify the main idea. 
___ Read and follow directions for food preparation. 
___ Read and demonstrate an understanding of contractual agreements, e.g. 
lease, loan, or purchase agreements. 
___ Read transportation schedules, e . g. plane , bus, train, etc. 
___ Read and interpret invoices and bills . 
___ Read a short story and identify cause and effect relationships. 
___ Read and comprehend a work manual . 
___ Read and demonstrate an understanding of graphs, charts, and tables. 
___ Read and order from a catalog. 
___ Read and be able to follow directions for administering first aid. 
___ Recognize and understand statements from the U.S. Constitution. 
___ Read and understand a "consumer report". 
___ Read and understand a fictional passace, 
___ Read and be able to tell t he time of day. 
QUESTIONNAIRE III 
MATH 
___ Add , subtract, multiply and divide whole numbers . 
Compute change for purchased items, and be able to count money. 
___ Add, subtract, multiply and divide decimal numbers. 
___ Add, subtract, multiply and divide fractions. 
___ Add money using various denominations of coins and bills. 
Balance a checkbook. 
Identify the value of various U.S. coins. 
9 
Use common measures for time, weight, distance, area, volume, speed, 
and temperature . 
--~ Prepare a family or household budget. 
Identify the symbols for addition , subtraction, multiplication, and 
division. 
Compute percentages. 
--~Adda column of at least ten numbers, such as a grocery list . 
Compute and compare cost per item in order to determine unit cost or 
"best buy". 
Determine elapsed time using a standard wall clock. 
Read and interpret instruments which have scales, such as thermometers, 
or pressure guages. 
Solve consumer time- payment buying problems, e.g. interest rates, 
down payment, total costs, etc, 
___ Read and use a ruller and thermometer. 
___ Compute net pay using gross pay, benefits, and deductions. 
Read and solve math story problems. 
Compute simple interest rates. 
___ Perform simple bookkeeping functions. 
~-- Estimate objects in terms of units of measures, e . g. length, weight , 
area, volume, etc. 
~-- Use the metric measurement system to measure length, weight, and volume. 
Translate numbers to words and vice versa. 
___ Correctly complete federal and state income tax forms. 
___ Compute sales tax on the purchase of a specific item. 
Correctly maintain a savings account knowing interest rates. 
Read and demonstrate an understanding of statistical charts , graphs, and 
tables. 
___ Determine the area and perimeter of two dimensional figures. 
~-- Compute compound interest rates. 
---· Compute real estate taxes using the tax rate, assessed valuation rate , etc . 
Be able to measure angles. 
APPENDIX C 
MISCELLANEOUS 
HOW TO \'/R 1 TE H!STRUCT I OIU\L OBJECTIVES 
B a s i c u I I Y , a rn e a n in r! f u I I Y s t a t e d o b j e c t i v e i s o n e 
that succeeds in communicatin~ to the reader the 
writer's instructional intent. It is meanin!!ful 
.to the extent it con veYs to others a Picture <of 
what a successful learner wit I be I ike) id entica l 
to the Picture the writer h~s in mind. Since a 
statement of an objective is a ~ol lection of words 
and· sYmbo Is, it is clear thut various combin,dions 
m~Y be used to express a ~iven intent. What You 
are s€~rchin!! for is that erouP of words and sYmbols 
that wil I co mmunicate your intent exilctlY as YOU 
understand it. For example, if You Provide another 
t e a c h e r ~' i t h a n o b j e c t i v e , a n d h e t h e n t e a c h e s h j. s 
stud ents to Perform in a manner that you agree is 
consistent with what YOU had in mind, th en You have 
communicat e d Your objective in a meanin!!ful manne,. If 
on the other hand, You do not a~ree that these learners 
are au·1c to Perform accordinr! to rour intentions, if You 
feel that You "had sornethinr! more in mind" or th at Your 
intent was "misintcrPreted," then your statement hus failed 
to communicnte adeQuiltclY. 
A m e a n i n E! f ti I I Y s t n t ~ cl o b J c: c t j. v c , t h e n , i s o n e t h a t s u c c c c d s 
in commt1nic.:1tin!! Your intcnti- the bc::;i. statc,ncnt is the one 
t h a t C X C I U d C S t h C ~ r C u t C S 't I) Um b C r O f P O S S i b I I? a I t C r n u t i V C S 
to Your f!o.ll~ 
M.i,!c-tt, Hol,r,rt r . 
.. I' l'c.'\ Jlt.i·l111'. lnr.tl"\1<,t.,,11,~l Oh.\<'(~liv,·11" 
),')(11 rr-1\) "(' " )~nld \_,,11,. ,.,1 Jrio . 
f J. 1 o • A U. o , l,:1) l 1 ·.• n : l. r. 
. OBJECTIVES FOR EVALUATING LEAru~ING 2 
JERMWAL OBJECTIVE 
- fl ROAD DES IRED LEAP.NIPG OUTCOME 
- GOAL ORIElffED, co::CEPT ST/\TEM.SNT 
- REFLECTS SCHOCL TO SCHOOL DISTRICT PHILOSOPHY 
- MAY OR HAY NOT BE ECi!AVIORALLY STATED 
- Pl1013ABLY CAN HOT BE HEASURED DIRECTLY 
INTERMEDIATE OTU!:CTIVE 
- A CRITICAL COHE'O:•!EHT OF A TERMINAL OBJECTIVE 
CONCENTR/111~S o:~ ./',ll /:P..E/\ OF KNO'..JLEDGE 
- DEFiliES DES IRED COUKSC (S) LEAi~HNG OUTCC~rES 
- MAY BE CATEGORIZl::D AS PSYC!lO:·iOTOR, COGNITIVE OR AFFECTIVE 
- STATED l3Sll!\VIORALLY IF POSS IBLE 
- HAY BE REPE/,TED AT DIFFERENT LEVELS, COURSES, OR UNITS 
INSTJ!UCTJ.Ol~/\L OlUECTIVE 
--- ·-------.c·----
- DEF.INES SPECIFIC LEAR?HNG OlJTCOME TO BE ACHIEVED TI~ A LEARNING l1CTIVITY 
- SPECIFIES OUSER\IABLE LEAP~~SD BEHAVIOR TO BE AClirnVED 
- DEFll~ES LEVE;, OF PERfOl~~t1~·'.CE EXPJ::CTED. 
DE:':UIBS CO?lDITIO?~S U~,JER HHICli PERFORH.\l·~CE rs TO TAKE PLACE 
ORIENTED TO:·iARD Ar:) APPLIED TO ·INDIVIDUAL PUPILS 
USUALLY CATtGORIZF:D ,\S PSYCl?O>lOTOR OR COGi.:I'fIVt: 
- l1AY BE INFEIIBED TO REPRESENT AN AFFECTIVE A?..E.\ 
CIIRIS POllJ..0$ - EOLTCATIONAL Co::s ULT,\N"!' 
WESTINGII OUSE LEARN ING CO!U'OR,\TJO:..J 
J?,ber-1 
!"I"\ 
WORDS OPEN TO MANY 
INTERPRETATIONS 
to know 
to understand 
to really understand 
to appreciate 
to fully appreciate 
to grasp the significance of 
to enjoy 
to believe 
to have faith . 1n 
/ I 
/J1a J<-' r 
WORDS OPEN TO FEWER 
·---- -INTER PRETATiONS 
to write 
to .. recn:e 
to identify 
to differentiate 
to solve 
' to construct 
to !i st 
to compare 
' 
to cont rest 
Pros/Cono of MC? Movement 
(Minimal CompE!tency Testing) 
necember 1978 
1. It w~uld b~ bPautlful if we could use the results to diagnose problems 
an• try tt get to their source. 
2. Purrose of the tests is not to test students or to identify failure but to 
help students l earn. 
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3. Tests can be a(t:·up in subjective items so that students are tested en their 
writing by writing. 
4. Give meaning to the high school diploma. 
5. R.etcntion,~ualified Promotion, and "Help Yourself" rea:ediation. 
6. Throu~h the process of creating minimal c~mpetencies, we m2y di scover 
the fund amentals (that body of knowledge that every student should 
possess) that will help us build articul ation h&rizontally and vertically. 
May give us the framework. 
7. Giveo r,urpose to what we do.(nehavioral objectives or exit goals ~r what-
ever weuld precede the making of the test.) 
8. To restore credibility with the people that pay the ~ills. 
9. Could 3ppeal to some teechers because "rote'' teaching does not r equire 
a great deal of creativity. Also the teacher can be "tough" with 
confidence. 
10. A solution to the problem that a miaority of students fail to acquire the 
basic skills and a minority of tcochers fail to t each the basic skills. 
11. It may help j ~b performance if students have minimal achievement in 
reading, writing, ~rithmetic. 
12. Will create a set of standards.(Minimal but at least standards.) 
13. Some feel that tests are cheap, quick, easy to administer, and ovailable. 
14. Purpose to make sch1ol, accountable, business like and scientific. 
15. The test gives a reason for rete ntion. 
16. Gives confidence to a school staff because tho schools can show that 
they are doing what the public wants. 
17. Makes it a necessity for school staff to keep accurate, up-to-date 
records. 
18. More communication with parents. 
19. Some sch~ols (Charleoton, W. Va.) allow all seniors to receive ~1om.es 
1f they have enough credits but then a certificate of comp~tenc·a 1a 
attached t~ the diplo~s. This certifica te states the level of cam-
petence achieved. (functional in our societ1----high achievement} 
cons 
.J 
l. Adequate resources, including ataffin~, cuat be made available to the 
teachers and the echool oystem to meet the standards set. 
2. Takes careful planning when setting criterion. Dangerous to oet one 
criterion such as 767. for all items. 
3. It can be unfair to expect students who have not come through the aystP.m 
to perform at c~petency level. (Ex. Florida expected students to pass 
competencies that previously were not held aa go@h by the school syetec..) 
4. Dangerous to overlook the fact that atudentn differ in their reactio~s 
to tests. Some become very tense and unable to express themselves in 
a test situation. 
5. Narrows input in decision-making too ·nuch. Any i.mport'3nt educctional de• 
cision should be based upon many sources of evidence, not just a t est---
teacher reactions, projects, past rec,rds, etc. 
6. If not enough time allowed for implementations, students and pa rents 
become up set. (Loss of public support) 
7. Curriculum imbalance. lieglect of hig'h school subjects such a s science, 
history, literature ,Qisic, end the arts. Teachers, i n echoo l o \;here 
implemented, thought thet the idea wss rote learning ood routine drill 
which would decreaae etudent interes t and d i minish tha tioe t hat could 
be devoted to teachi .ng in.caning and application of thQt learned. 
8. Majority of students are going to easily pass a minilll.81 teet;why 
then scrap existing progrcrns, textboo~(S which 3re enrichbg the educationa l 
experience. Do we want a citizenry that only knows the basics ? 
9 . Possibility that m~dia and public will w~nt to focus entirely on the 
basic teot. Won't this meke students think that the t~ et is the only 
i.mportan:i thing thus Heiting their desire to move to hich~r l eve ls of 
thinking? In other words we will be teaching to the lowest co:r.mon 
denominator not to the potential of the unique individual. 
10. The back door approach to a state (and possibly) federaly imposed 
curriculum. 
11. Smaller class size to help remediat!eo . Con we justify thia to the Mr. 
Public Taxpayer? 
12. Other coots: (a) to set it up; (b) avoidance costs (Brady case), (c) 
teat costs. 
13. Setting the difficulty/ easiness of teat items. Too difficult--then 
we might have to back off Bnd this doos not look good m ,:the public. 
Too easy--studenta think the test is o joke. 
14 What competencies? Basic skills, subjocta, life skills, basic skill• 
applied to life, basic skills applied :ln subj~cta? 
15. How measure? actual performsnce aituations, simulated situations, 
school products , paper-pencil test in classroom. 
16. When to measure? During school or end of school? 
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17. How hish the minimum? S~ atsnin~d in dull and bright? If competency 
standar·ds are made a law, it can be at'gued easily that the law makes 
certain promiaes about what a student will learn. 
18. How will we handle the incompetent? 
19. Competency testing ia associated with ideae of PPBS, MBO, perfonnance 
contracting, many of whichlllve cot worked. 
20. Could be used as a criterion for evaluating teachers, administrator,. 
21. Minorities could be hurt. 
22. Could l ead to mechanical, boring unhumani&tic classrooms. 
23. Is there really evidence te support the idea that more testing will hel~ 
· poor students learn better and poor teachers, teach better. 
24. How guarantee that everything on test has been taught? 
25. Proliferation of testing. Man~gcmeot of te~t data requires a constant 
flow of paper in order to record and interpret tests for students, parents 
advisors, counselors. 
26, If federally mandated , it doesn't really solve the problem of unequal 
opportunity. 
27. Minimum does not mean proficient. Some students wi ll be barely 
minimal and many not even be that on graduation d~y. 
SOt'RCES: Kappen (May, 1978), T~day'o Education (Sept./Oct.,1978), 
Curriculum Evaluation (edit~d by David A. Payne)~ and Innovation,~ 
Education: Reformers and their Critics (by John Martin Rich). 
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MULTIPLE-CHOICE TEST ITEMS 
Definition: A multiple-choice question is one which includes 
Stem: 
Alternatives: 
(1) a~ (in the form of a question or incomplete 
statement) which presents a problem and (2) several 
alternatives (choices which give possible solutions 
to the proble~ posed in the stem). The alternatives 
include the correct answer and several believable 
wrong answers called distractors. 
Which of the following types of colonial government 
had a governor who was appointed by the King? 
A, corporate 
B. proprietary 
C. self-governing 
D. royal 
A, B, C, and Dare alternatives, A, B, and Care distractors or 
wrong choices . 
Merits: Multiple-choice items are effective in measuring learning 
at the knowledge, understanding and application levels. 
Multiple-choice questions are the most widely used type 
of objective questions because the difficulty of the 
items can be varied. In addition, a good multiple-
choice item will clearly identify those students who 
knew the information, as well as identify those who 
do not know the information. 
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CONSTRUCTING EFFECTIVE MULTIPLE-CHOICE QUESTIONS 
I. General Information About Multiple-Choice Questions 
A. Make sure that the question is designed to measure an 
important learning outcome (performance objective). 
B. Make sure that all information presented in the question 
is relevant to the main purpos~ of the item. 
C. Avoid questions which require the student to remember 
insignificant bits of material which are not relevant 
to the desired learning outcomes (performance objectives) . 
II. Wording~ the Multiple-Choice Stem 
A. Present a clear, complete problem in the stem of the 
multiple-choice question. 
B. State the stem in simple, clear language , Make sure that 
the reading level of t he question is appropriate. 
C, Put most of the wording of the question in the stem of 
the multiple-choice item in order to avoid lengthy choices. 
D. State the stem in a positive form (ask for the best, most, 
etc,, rather than the poorest, least). 
E. When negative wording must be used in the stem of an item, 
emphasize it by using capital letters and placing it near 
the end of the stem, 
F. Write the stem in the form of a question (preferred) or 
an incomplete statement. 
III . Wording of Multiple--Choices or Alternatives 
A. Make sure that there is only one clearly correct answer 
in a multiple-choice item, 
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B. Be sure that alternatives (choices) in a multiple-choice 
item are grammatically parallel in form and are gram-
matically compatible with the stem of the item. 
C. Beware of verbal clues which might help the student to 
choose th~ corr.~ct answer or to eliminate an incorrect 
choice without really knowing the desired information . 
D. Make the distractors (incorrect choices) seem sensible 
or realistic, 
E. Try to make the choices about equal in length to avoid 
length as a clue to the co rrect answer . If this is not 
possibl~, beware of making th e correct answer longer or 
shorter than the distractors. 
F . Make all choices as brief as possible. 
G. Give at least three choices for each multiple-choice 
question. The use of four alternatives :i.s strongly 
recolilillended , 
H. Vary the position of the correct answer so that the 
student docs not detect an "answ~r pattern." 
I. Try to avoid the us e of "none of the above" and 1·a11 of 
the above" as alternatives . 
IV , General Clue~~ Const rue ting ~ ~lu ltiple-s:;hoice Te.c;t 
A. List choices in a multiple-choice i tern on separate lines , 
under each other. 
B. Use letters in front of alternatives, rc:ther than numb2rs. 
c. Hake cert<iin there is suffic:1cnt space between multiple-
choice t~st items. 
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EFFECTIVE MULTIPLE-OIOICE QUESTIONS 
A Checklist 
Well-written multiple-choice test questions should: 
---
1. Measure an important learning objective. 
2. Present a clear, complete problem in the stem. 
3. Have 4:1 stem which is written in simple, clear language . 
4. Contain most of the wording in the stem in order to avoid 
lengthy alternatives. 
5. State the stem in a positive form . 
6 e Emphasize any negative words by capitalizing them and 
placing them near the end of the statement. 
7. Have a stem which is written in the form of a question or 
an incomplete statement. 
8, Have. al.t&?.rn.?tives which are paraliel, in form, and which 
are compatible with the stem. 
9. Be free of verbal clues which help the student to guess 
the correct answer. 
10. Contain realistic or sensible distractors. 
___ 11. Contain choices which are approximately equal in length 
and as brief as possible. 
~-- 12. Contain at least three plausible choices or alternatives. 
13 . Have the correc:t ans·...,er in a variety of positions. 
14 . n~ independenL of each other. 
15 , Have choices which are well-spaced and on separate lines. 
16. Use letters in front of choices. 
17. 
18. 
Use standard rules of grammar, 
Have sufficient space between the variouu test items . 
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MINIMAL COMPETENCY EXAM 1 1 
Test Item Construction 
Subject Area-__~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
Goal No:~~~~~~~~~ Grade Level:~~~~~~-Group No;~~~~~ 
Goal Statement:.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Test Objective Identification: 
Test Objective Statement=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
TEST ITEMS: 
